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Advocacy has been identified as a key function of the
professional

nurse.

describe nurses'
models.

This study was designed to explore and

preferences regarding three advocacy

The relationship of advocacy preference to

demographic factors and the moral orientation of

selected

subjects was also explored.
Phase one of

this study identified participant's

preference for client,
in three ways.

Nurses

physician,
(N=222,

or institutional advocacy

out of 500)

the models and responded to a case.

ranked and rated

The first two

hypotheses predicted that nurses would prefer client
advocacy and that those with this preference would most
likely be older women with more education in a management
position in a community setting.
In phase

two,

hypotheses three and four predicted that

nurses preferring client advocacy would express a moral
orientation of caring and that the nurse preferring the

v

institutional advocate model would express a moral
orientation of
interviewed,

justice.

Twenty~four subjects were

twelve subjects from each category:

institutional and client advocacy.

The results were

analyzed for moral orientation using Gilligan's protocol.
Gilligan's model of moral development and orientation
framed the

interpretation of the subject's reported moral

dilemmas.
The majority of the respondents
client advocacy as preferred.

ranked and rated

However,

most subjects

selected a

response to the case which was an

advocate's

response.

disagreement with both

institutional

Staff nurses expressed more
institutional and physician advocacy

than nurse managers did.
most often preferred the

Nurses from the hospital setting
responses of the

institutional

advocate.
Eleven of the
advocates"

interview subjects labeled "client

expressed one of the caring orientations and were

more likely to be

inactive staff nurses.

Five of the

interview subjects labeled "institutional advocates"
expressed a "mostly justice"
be active nurse managers.

orientation and were likely to

Six others expressed one of the

caring orientations.
From these findings

it appears that though client

advocacy may be preferred conceptually,
practice may require clarification and

implementation in
investigation.

also appears that the caring orientation
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is

It

readily apparent

in the "client advocates."

The ramifications of the moral

orientation of nurses in practice and the effect of
orientation on nurse'

ethical dilemmas need to be

investigated further.
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CHAPTER I
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Need and Background For The Study

Nursing scholars have carefully examined the roles used
to provide the caring component in the present health care
system.

The student aspiring to the practice

of

professional nursing will easily find enumerated the many
elements of that role.

The professional nurse is defined as

one who acts as a caregiver or practitioner,
counselor,

an administrator, a leader,

invariably as a client advocate
and Wolff et al.,

1985).

a teacher, a

a researcher,

and

(Luckman and Sorenson, 1983;

These roles are reflected in the

statements promulgated by the American Nurses Association
such as the Social Policy Statement
Practice

(1980), the Standards of

(1973), and finally the Code for Nurses

(1985)

which states:
"The nurse's primary commitment is to the
client's care and safety.
Hence in the role of
client advocate, the nurse must be alert to and
take appropriate action regarding any instance of
incompetent, unethical, or illegal practice . . .
that is prejudicial to the client's best interests."
(1985, p. 6) .

Advocacy: An Essential Component of Caring

Client advocacy is an essential component of the
literature relating to the professional role of the nurse.
Yet relatively little is known about client advocacy as it
relates to practice setting, position held, and demographic
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factors.

Therefore the purpose of this study will be to

attempt to describe the characteristics of the client
advocate and the relationship of client advocacy to the
professional practice of nursing.

Since assuming the stance

of a client advocate involves acting on ethical principles,
standards and values, the moral development of nurses will
also be considered in this study.

The relationship of

advocacy to moral development has been examined very little,
especially in terms of new models

(e.g., Gilligan)

which are

based on women's development and on female research
subjects.

Client Advocacy Defined

The basic definition of client advocacy in professional
nursing is that the nurse must foster and enhance the self
determined needs of the client.

Any factors or forces which

may detract from the goals of the client require correction
by the nurse.

The needs of the client are paramount and

provide the underpinnings for all of the nurse's activities.
Ideally,

advocacy can be best implemented in an egalitarian

manner with other health professionals ana the client in a
way which is enabling for the client.

The nurse functions

in a cooperative collaborative mode considering all of the
client's needs.

In order to function effectively, as

defined in the literature,

the nurse needs autonomy and

needs to be an active participant in the system and not
merely an agent of others

(Roberts, 1983; and Pinch, 1983).
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Major Nursing Perspectives on Advocacy

The 1986 convention of
voted to add
list of

the American Nurses Association

the strengthening of client advocacy to the

its goals for the remainder of

American Nurse,

1986).

(The

Client advocacy is clearly a top

priority for professional nursing
1980;

this century

and Trandel-Korenchuk,

(Curtin,

1983).

definition of client advocacy,

1979;

Kohnke,

In addressing the

several authors have

contributed a variety of perspectives.

Though the subject

of advocacy has been approached by many in the field,
work of

three major authors,

germane,

whose work seems especially

will be presented and highlighted below.

Murphy
advocacy,

(1979),

one of

the most recognized authors on

suggests a concept of an advocate as one who

enables and supports

the client.

The client

a dignified and autonomous entity.
obstacles which serve to prevent
goal,

those obstacles,

advocacy that

seem prevalent

the needs of

bureaucracy,
In

and
the

this

In an effort to

in the practice setting and all
the nurse-patient

They are the bureaucratic advocate,

physician advocate,
model

the attainment of

she has constructed three models of

of which can form the base of
relationship.

is depicted as

She cites significant

especially institutional constraints.

examine

the

the

the patient advocate model.
identified factor,

In each

such as the

prevails and directs all activity.

the first model

the nurse owes allegiance primarily
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are secondary.

In the physician advocate model,

the doctor

is the chief consideration and all other factors are
secondary.

In the client advocate model the client becomes

the primary focus with all health providers acting together
to attain the client's self determined goal.
All of these models can be easily identified in many
institutions and practice settings and all of them
profoundly affect the nurse's interaction with the client.
Murphy asserts that only in the client advocate model can
the humane,

caring, personalized relationship develop that

will protect and enhance the client's sense of worth and
ability to attain self-determined goals.

All three models

may be appropriate at various times but the client advocate
role is presented as the preferred model for the
professional nurse.

When the competing forces of the

present health care system are operating,

the nurse may have

to function in one of the less preferred models.

Murphy

feels that when an ethical dilemma is present, the nurse is
especially vulnerable to competing forces and is more likely
to adopt a less client centered mode of advocacy.
Murphy sees the women's movement as instrumental in
bringing about nursing's recognition of the inadequacies of
relationships that are now prevalent.

Now that many nurses

are reappraising and reevaluating their work, they recognize
that their contribution to health care is essential and
valuable.

The importance of good nursing care directed

toward the client's well being becomes more apparent as
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nurses develop more self respect and confidence and as the
theoretical foundation for nursing grows.

Murphy argues

strongly that the nurse's most sincere concern be for the
individual patient in all settings,

she sees the need for

nursing to operate on the higher levels of moral development
in order to practice true client centered advocacy.

Murphy

makes a very strong case for the need for a technically
competent but humane, compassionate nurse, well-versed in
the humanities as well as in the sciences.
In an attempt to identify constraints against the
practice of client advocacy, Murphy (1979)

cites the client

advocate role as the highest order of professional nursing
activity.

She claims that even in the middle ages and in

the Nightingale era,

the nurse was able to exercise greater

respect for the dignity of the individual patient and a
generally more humanistic attitude than today's health care
system allows.

The reason for the decline in the quality of

nurse-patient relationships are seen as the rise in
technology and "the bureaucratic industrialization of health
care institutions"

(p.

9).

The result of technology is that

nurses who used to be responsible for patient's improvement
and comfort are now merely reduced to an adjunct of the
physician's technological intervention.

As Murphy sees it,

the bureaucratic health care institution is now firmly in
control of the nurse's activity and demands that the nurse
be fully accountable and loyal to the institution.
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Therefore,

the barriers to the implementation of the

client advocate role have been described by Murphy as coming
from two sources.

The institutional constraints can be

considered as external to the nurse and variable in every
practice setting.

The internal barriers to professional

practice may be seen as the level of moral development
demonstrated by the nurse.
The external constraints which Murphy sees as deriving
from the institution can be seen as very strong although
they are variable from setting to setting.

She cites

bureaucratic pressures as directly counterproductive of the
ideal kind of nurse-patient relationship and therefore she
sees the practice setting having an effect on the
relationship that the nurse develops with clients.

The

institution hires, promotes, pays, provides fringe benefits,
provides references,
employee.

and assigns positions to the nurse

In addition to bureaucratic functions,

institution has social functions.

This may be the source of

the employee's supply of friends and associates.
subtle,

the

The more

less obvious forces exerted by the institution,

especially in educating nurses, are accurately described by
Ashley

(1980)

which is discussed in the second chapter.

Murphy cites internal barriers to the implementation of
client advocacy.

She feels that client advocacy requires

that the nurse operate on the higher levels of moral
development,

as Kohlberg describes it.

Therefore,

she

posits that the nurse practicing at the higher levels of
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professionalism will demonstrate higher levels of moral
development though she was not able to authenticate this in
her work.
In her unpublished dissertation

(1976), she attempted

to show that the nurse in the community setting would
demonstrate a higher level of moral development than the
hospital based nurse and would therefore practice at a
higher level of professionalism which she measured by
Kohlberg's stages.

She also posited that the supervisory

staff can be expected to be intellectually and
professionally capable of practicing nursing at the higher
levels of professionalism.

Her study was based on

Kohlberg's male based moral development model and,
predictably as in other research with women based on this
model,
level

nurses were found to be operating on the conventional
in both settings and in all positions in the agency.

She did not actually attempt to demonstrate the presence,
absence, or type of advocacy in her study (1976).
A second major contributor to the literature on client
advocacy is Gadow

(1980).

She presents a rich and

comprehensive definition of client advocacy.

Her

contention is that nurses need to address all of the
client's needs.

She directs her definition of advocacy to a

predominantly philosophical realm.

She elevates the concept

of advocacy from a simple mechanical approach to a
philosophical base of nursing practice.
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In her conception,

the nurse is responsible for

assisting the patient to achieve self-determination.

Gadow

would rather nursing be described by its philosophy of care
and not by its functions of care and she views advocacy as
an appropriate framework upon which to build this philosophy
of care.

She considers paternalism an inappropriate

component of the nurse-patient interaction and promotes
advocacy at a level higher than simple consumerism.
nurse needs to address the clients'

The

need to "authentically

exercise their freedom of self-determination"

(p. 45).

The

client's wholeness and uniqueness receive full attention
from the nurse so that they will be clear in the
determination of what they want and need to do.

In order to

act as a true advocate, Gadow would have the nurse interact
with the client on a person-to-person basis on a equal
level,

helping them to find personal meaning in the

experience.

The nurse is in the best position to do this

according to Gadow because nursing deals with the whole
person on an intimate level comprehensively addressing all
of the client's needs.
As Gadow describes advocacy,

it is the nurse's function

to assist the clients to determine their own destinies as
far as this is possible.

The client's needs are primary and

the nurse directs activity toward assisting clients to find
meaning in their response to illness, their attempts to
attain health,

or in their deaths.
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The interaction is based

on a shared humanity and mutual respect for the dignity of
all individuals.
Gadow suggests a kind of advocacy in which the nurse
acts in a manner that demonstrates full respect for the
worth and dignity of the individual client while promoting
the client's ability to act with self determination.

The

client is presumed to be the most important individual in
the health care equation and all efforts are to be directed
to assist the client to fulfill self-determined needs.

The

client's goals may require clarification with the assistance
of the nurse.

The emphasis of care is on the attainment of

full health for the client and addresses the client's needs
in a holistic manner.
The nurse attempting to practice the kind of advocacy
that Gadow describes assumes an egalitarian stance with the
client,

not presuming to have any superior or inferior

position or role.

The knowledge that the nurse has is

shared according to the client's needs without regard to how
the sharing of information will effect others in the
situation.

The nurse respects the client's individual

dignity and values the position that the client chooses.
order to bring about the desired result,

In

the nurse avoids

paternalism and grants the client full autonomy so that all
of the client's energy can be directed toward attaining
their desired goals.

The nurse's activities are aimed at

enabling the client to achieve those goals.

This may be

facilitated by the nurse's teaching and/or counselling
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activities.

Problems may arise when the nurse does not

agree with the client's decision.

in such cases the nurse

is justified in merely stating an alternative view without
attempting to impose it on the client.

Paternalism is to be

avoided and the client's needs are to be honored as Gadow
sees it.
The nurse acting as Gadow suggests, works with the
client to attain the client's goals, and may be required to
speak out publicly on behalf of the client.

In this regard,

the nurse may have to exert considerable effort in order to
facilitate the client's goals.

In order to be effective,

the nurse may have to counter institutional and
interpersonal barriers to the attainment of the desired
ends.

The collaborative cooperative approach with other

professionals is seen by Gadow as probably the most
productive and effective means to attain the intended
result.

In instances in which the barriers seem

insurmountable,

the nurse requires the support and

encouragement of co-workers and colleagues.
As described by both Murphy and Gadow,
ability to obtain desired results or,

some measure of

in short,

some sort of

power would certainly assist the nurse to function as a
client advocate.

The perspective and expertise of the nurse

can be seen as beneficial when working with other groups in
health care for the eventual benefit of the client.
Nurse's attempting to practice client advocacy as
Murphy and Gadow describe it are apt to be assertive and
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articulate in defense of the client's aims.

As nurses

attempt to free themselves of the oppressive features of the
paternalistic health care system (Pinch, 1983), certain
characteristics will help considerably.

Based on this

perspective, nurses who pursue the goal of better health
care for the clients will be supportive of each other's
efforts.

If the motivating force behind all of the health

care providers is genuinely client centered care, than
according to the models presented,

all participants in that

care will be respected and valued for their unique
contributions.
Advocacy as a philosophical foundation for nursing as
propounded by Gadow is expanded upon by Curtin (1979, 1980,
1982,

1983 and 1986),

the third major author on advocacy.

In calling for nursing to act at the higher ethical levels,
Curtin has amplified on Murphy and Gadow's work in an
articulate and convincing manner.
"moral art"

(1979, p.

2)

She depicts nursing as a

which emphasizes the commonalties

of nurses and clients who have a mutual interest in
attaining freedom for the clients to achieve their own
desired goal.

Curtin draws a well defined image of the

individual patient caught up in the health care system,
trying to exercise fundamental rights of self-determination.
It is almost as if the health care system as it is presently
constituted is designed for the purpose of attaining the
goals of those in charge, not only for doctors but also for
some nurses,

administrators, and others.
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Curtin asserts

that protection of the client's human rights is necessary,
as is the return of the control of life back to the client.
Curtin's emphasis upon a philosophy of care
congruent with the work of Murphy and Gadow.

(1979),

is

Taken together

these three authors present a clear image of the client
advocate.

The caring and compassionate nurse can be seen as

acting consistently in a competent assertive manner to help
the clients operate in their own best interest.

The clients

are assisted to determine their own goals and the client
advocate will assist in bringing those goals to completion.
The nature of the nurse-patient relationship as seen in
the client advocate role,

and its relation to the moral

foundation of nursing is the subject of current discussion
in the nursing literature
Packard and Ferrara,

(Yarling and McElmurray, 1986;

1988;

and Cooper, 1988).

The

discussion revolves around the nurse's lack of freedom to
act in a moral manner

(Yarling and McElmurray, 1986)

because

of social and institutional constraints.
Packard and Ferrara posit that the intellectual
development of nursing's moral foundation will clarify the
limits to patient advocacy and autonomous nursing practice.
Full exploration clinically and intellectually of the
nursing role will help the profession to develop a moral
practice in their view.

Cooper

(1988)

posits that the

restraints to the nurse-patient relationship can be viewed
as imposed by the institution depriving the nurse of
autonomy.

She suggests that the basis of the nurse-patient
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relationship should be focused on the covenant established
between the two parties.

The result would be to bypass

institutional constraints and strengthen the relationship of
nurse and patient,

and would link the nursing ethic to the

principle of fidelity.
In either case,
literature,

it is apparent from the nursing

that further investigation is needed into the

role of the client advocate and how the nurse patient
relationship is affected by the nurse's moral development.
The views of practicing nurses toward the various models of
advocacy also needs to be investigated.

Nurse's moral

development and moral orientation requires more study
especially since this area has only been studied using
Kohlberg's primarily male model.

Women's Development and Advocacy

Several pressures are exerted upon the nurse who
attempts to act as a client advocate.

Some of these

pressures come from within the individual and some are
exerted from institutional or bureaucratic forces.

The

combination of these factors have a significant impact upon
the present state of the art in nursing practice.
Since nursing is almost exclusively a female
profession, many of the constraints on client advocacy
relate to the way women develop through life,
others,

and are perceived by others.

interact v/ith

The issues that are

problematic in the implementation of client advocacy can be
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clarified considerably by application of theories of women's
development.

These perspectives are offered by women who

have studied women and appreciate the different perspective
that women typically bring to the world.

Many of these

authors also note the systematic oppression of women.

From

these theories, women are not seen as deviant or inadequate
but as offering a valuable and unique vantage point from
which problems can be addressed.
One of these authors whose work has special
significance for nursing is Carol Gilligan

(1979).

She

sheds considerable light on the total picture of women
interacting with the world around them.

Her

major

contention is that many women bring a different perspective
to the problems confronting them than most men do.

Gilligan

sees women's perspective as not necessarily better but as
unique and valuable.
Gilligan examines the way in which women develop and
asserts that it is normal for women to retain connections
with others and to value those relationships more than men
are apt to.

Women generally develop normally valuing

relationships,

caring,

and connections rather than valuing

separateness and autonomy in the way that most men do.

This

developmental variation brings a different and valuable
perspective to women.
Gilligan's ideas originated as a result of her work
with Lawrence Kohlberg who was investigating moral
development as described by Jean Piaget.
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In her work with

Kohlberg, Gilligan began to see differences in the responses
from women to queries posed by Kohlberg's study.

Since

Kohlberg's original premises were based on an exclusively
male population and were generalized to the entire
population, differences could be expected in responses given
by women.

Instead of being construed as merely different

however, Kohlberg's model placed women at a lower level of
moral development than men.

In addition, Kohlberg's

definition of the highest level of justice may now be seen
as a primarily a male definition.
"free and autonomous persons .

.

This view of justice as
.

(with)

equal

consideration of the claims or points of view of each person
.

.

.

designed to insure fairness,

reversibility"
with males.

impartiality or

(Kohlberg 1984, p. 636)

is based on research

Gilligan suggests that this pattern does not

fit well with most female subjects.

Kohlberg's model

implies a state in which the individual is a separate entity
with certain distinct rights.

Relationships to others and

interpersonal ties do not seem to be important.

The

individual is seen as operating alone and as exercising
distinct and inalienable rights.
As Gilligan describes an alternative conception of
morality,
(which)

she discusses the "ethic of responsibility"

"relies on the concept of equity, the recognition of

differences in need ...

the ethic of responsibility rests

on an understanding that gives rise to compassion and care.
(1977,

p.

164-165).

Inherent in her discussion of morality
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is a continuing thread of connections, and relationships
among people.

The individual is not seen standing alone

exercising choices among conflicting rights.

The individual

instead is part of a web of relationships that must be
considered and accounted for.

It is interesting to note

that Gilligan states that "women's sense of integrity is
connected with an ethic of care"

(1977, p.

171).

This perspective is consistent with the forefront of
nursing thought and is congruent with the concept of client
advocacy.

As described by leaders in the field

(Curtin,

1979) , caring differentiates and defines nursing activity
and serves as a framework for determining the best course of
nursing action.

Care is the central and motivating force

which directs the study and pursuit of nursing
1979) .

(Curtin,

Seen in this light, caring for others is not an

ordinary mundane activity, unworthy of respect and dignity
but a higher order activity central to the maintenance of
decent humane relationships that are responsible and
accountable to others.
In describing moral development as occurring within an
orientation of either justice or care, Gilligan asserts that
women finally do learn to care for themselves and not only
for others.

Thus,

the morally mature woman will "season

mercy with justice by enabling women to consider it moral to
care not only for others but for themselves."
p.

149) .
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(1979,

In addition to describing the morality of care and
responsibility, Gilligan describes women as maintaining
connections in a web like manner in which they respond
throughout their lives.
relationships that,

It is these connections and

she asserts, cause women to act in a

nonviolent way rather than in a legalistic,
manner.

rights-oriented

These components of the weblike structure

surrounding women in their lives,

form the framework for the

woman's perceptions and relationships to the rest of the
world.

It is possible that the web of relationships can act

as a restraining force at some points and as a network of
support at others.

In the case of nursing,

this web of

relationships may restrain the nurse in the exercise of
client advocacy especially if relationships with physicians,
peers and other co-workers are felt to pre-preempt the
nurse-client relationship.
What Gilligan emphasizes is that relationships are
likely to count heavily in a woman's life and that the
woman's identity is affected by intimacy.

Other views,

mainly Erikson's, which is again based on male subjects,
would suggest that identity precedes intimacy.
view,

In that

people grow up and separate, develop in their own

unique way and then develop intimate relationships while
maintaining a degree of autonomy.

Gilligan describes a more

interactive process in which women maintain connections
while still developing into distinct individuals.

Their

identity remains connected to those relationships that they
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have formed.

By recognizing this difference in women's

development, Gilligan has focused attention on the
inordinate valuation that our society places on autonomy and
individuality.

This attitude can be seen to foster

competitive and possibly even alienating activity.

A more

connected approach would presumably foster collaborative
cooperative activity.
As mentioned earlier, Gilligan's perspective on women
seems remarkably compatible with the nursing experience.
The moral orientation, whether justice or care, demonstrated
by nurses as described by Gilligan would be interesting to
assess especially in relationship to the type of advocacy
that is practiced.

Gilligan's definition of an ethic of

responsibility and caring offers promising ground for an
understanding of advocacy especially for a primarily
female's profession.

Statement of the Problem

The nursing literature consistently posits that the
client advocate model is the preferred role for the
professional nurse

(Murphy,

1979; and Gadow, 1980)

and

asserts that this role may even be pivotal to excellence in
nursing practice.

However,

there is little evidence in the

literature that client advocacy is actually practiced or if
it is practiced, which model of advocacy prevails.

There is

no literature examining the attitudes or beliefs about
advocacy of the practicing nurse.
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Institutional norms and reward systems may in large
part shape the model of advocacy which is used thus raising
the question of whether client advocacy is more likely to be
the rule in settings other than the acute care setting.
Based on Murphy's assertions,

institutional factors might be

expected to significantly affect nurses who are in a
supervisory position.

Would client advocacy be more

apparent in a community agency or long term care facility?
Would staff nurses or nurse managers demonstrate a greater
preference for client advocacy?

Does the age, gender, or

educational background of the nurse relate to preferred
model of advocacy?
The work of Curtin

(1979)

suggests that client advocacy

requires an ethic of caring which has not yet been clearly
defined or operationalized.
ethic of caring

Gilligan's description of an

(1977, and 1979)

seems likely to satisfy

Curtin's requirements though there is there is no nursing
literature using Gilligan's ideas.
primarily a male model,
development in nursing

Kohlberg's work only,

guides the literature on moral
(Ornery,

1983).

It should be fruitful

to determine what the explanatory power of Gilligan's work
has for the practice of nursing.

The work of Gilligan in

moral orientation and her discussion of caring
1979)

(1977 and

appears congruent with nursing experience and further

investigation seems profitable.
Murphy states that a high level of moral development is
necessary for the nurse who would practice at the highest
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level: the client advocate.

What is the moral orientation

of nurses espousing the various models of advocacy?

This

question helped to guide a part of this study.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to explore nurses
expressed preferences about the various models of advocacy.
Another objective was to explore the relationship of
preferred models of advocacy to factors such as practice
setting, position in the setting,
age,

gender,

educational background,

and length of employment in the setting.

The

moral orientation of a sub-set of nurses who choose varying
kinds of advocacy was also explored.
In order to examine the problem, the following
questions guided the research:
1. Which of Murphy's three models of advocacy do nurses
report that they prefer ?
2. What is the relationship between the preferred model of
advocacy reported and factors such as practice setting,
position in the setting,
gender,

educational background, age,

and length of time employed in the setting ?

3. What is the relationship between nurse's reported
preferred model of advocacy and their expressed moral
orientation?
Definition of Terms

Three models of advocacy based on Murphy's work:
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1. Client advocacy in the patient-nurse interaction is based
on a belief that nurses have their own moral authority
and their own role to exercise.

Nurses are not part of

the patient—doctor relationship and are not primarily
responsible for serving the administration of the
institution.

The nurse's goal is to assist the client to

obtain the best possible care regardless of the
institution's or the physician's needs.
2.

In the physician advocacy model,

the nurse is viewed as

an extension of the physician within the medical model.
The nurse's goal is to enhance the physician's authority
and the patient's confidence in the doctor.

The nurse's

relationship with the physician is more important than
the nurse-patient relationship and the goal is the
maintenance of that relationship and the physicianpatient relationship.
3.

Bureaucratic advocacy requires that the nurse focuses on
institutional activities and has severely limited
responsibility and accountability to patients and their
families.

The nurse's obligation is to the physician and

personal professional rights are severely proscribed so
as to serve institutional needs.
4. Justice orientation of morality is based on universal
ethical principles practiced by each individual acting
alone in which attention is directed to treating others
with respect,

fairness,

and equality.

There is a theme

of balancing competing claims with a desire to be fair
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and impartial in order to arrive at the best or right
answer.
5. Caring orientation of morality is based on relationships
with others in which there is a perceived responsibility
for others and an attempt to prevent others from being
harmed within a web of interdependence.

Problems of

attachment and of abandonment are addressed by attending
and responding to the needs of others.

Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were designed to answer the
questions identified for study.
1.

Nurses will

report a preference for the client advocate

model over the institutional advocate model or physician
advocate model.
2.

Nurses reporting a preference for the client advocate
model will demonstrate selected characteristics such as
practice in the community setting, have a management
position,

have more education, be older, be female, and

have been in their present position for less than two
years.
3.

Nurses reporting a preference for the client advocate
model will express a moral orientation of caring.

4.

Nurses reporting a preference for the institutional
advocate model will express a moral orientation of
justice.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Client—Advocacy in the Nursing Literature

There are several additional nursing views on advocacy
which are not as quite germane as those of Murphy, Gadow,
and Curtin but which help to clarify the nursing position on
advocacy.

Several of these authors contributed to the

clarification of the concept of client advocacy and will be
presented first.
The remainder of the review of the literature will be
organized in such a way as to be congruent with Murphy's
contention that constraining forces evolve from external and
internal factors.
societal,

The externally derived factors come from

institutional,

and technological forces.

The

internal factors are primarily attributable to the
development of the individuals sense of morality.
The nursing literature is replete with examples of the
problems nurses have with client advocacy*

These references

are found in the entire spectrum of nursing literature from
the scholarly journals to the journals directed to the staff
nurse and LPN from every kind of institutional setting.

The

total picture is one of nurses torn between conflicting
loyalties and pressures,

trying to determine the best route

through a maze of increasing complexity.
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Additional Nursing Views on

One of the nursing voices speaking about advocacy is
Kohnke

(1982).

Kohnke,

In the rather straight-forward view taken by

the nurse advocate is seen to inform and support the

client so that the person is in the best possible position
to make the best decision.

Kohnke's work seems to have

evolved from the consumer advocate movement and does not
seem to go much beyond that perspective.

She does not

explore the ramifications or implications of the role of
client advocate or where that role can take professional
nursing.

The result is that her useful definition has

served as a base upon which others have built, yet her work
does little to advance the understanding of the appearance
of advocacy or how to promote it.
Kohnke sees the major problem in advocacy to be within
the client's decision making process and within the nurse's
position in the institution.

Although Advocacy, Risk and

Reality is the title of her book

(1982), Kohnke deals fairly

lightly with the risks that nurses face while informing and
supporting.

She seems to consider as primary the risk of

being triangulated into the patient family interaction and
seems to posit that all the nurse needs to avoid risk is a
solid information base and good communication skills.
Although these two supports must never be underestimated,
surely the nurse advocate must have more protection than
this before embarking on what may well be a course which
could potentially result in the loss of employment.
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After

all, Tuma

(1972)

lost her license to practice by merely

answering a patient's direct question about alternative
kinds of treatment.
A major problem with Kohnke's description lies within
the sphere of informing.
information?

Does the client have to ask for

If a client seems to have made a decision

already, which is usually the case in a general hospital,
should the nurse probe to make sure that all of the client's
questions and concerns are answered?

To merely say that

nurses must inform without considering the client's need or
desire for information seems to be suggestive of paternalism
or at the very least of superficiality.

An element of

respect for the client's position seems needed to balance
the professional's assumption of what may be a very
intrusive process.

Single-minded pursuit of simple

informing of whatever the nurse deems necessary could
potentially place the practitioner at risk and may not
answer the client's needs.
Smith (1908) , whose writings are in many ways similar
to Murphy's work,
interaction.
technician,

constructed three models of nurse-patient

The nurse acts as a mother surrogate,
or as a contracted clinician.

as a

It is only in the

third model that Smith feels that the nurse demonstrates a
sincere regard for the individuality of the client and
fosters the client's self-determination.

Such a position

clearly supports Gadow's idea of nursing as existential
advocacy.

Smith requires that in the commitment to the
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client's quest for self-determination, the nurse needs to
assist patients in clarifying and then attaining their
goals.

She views the patient as the person who determines

the direction of care and the kind of relationship with the
nurse.
Davis and Aroskar

(1983)

are in agreement with the

problems of nurses attempting to advocate for the client in
spite of the fact that nurses are not really free to act for
the client when the institution has a contrary need.

It is

interesting that Davis and Aroskar see nurses as waiting for
the courts to tell them that they have the right to act for
the patient within the institution.

They feel that the ANA

code and the ANA standards of practice have given nursing
all the documentation needed to act on behalf of the client.
They assert that what is needed now is for nurses to act in
accordance with its published intention.

For this to

happen, nurses will need to exhibit strong commitment to the
code for nurses which probably requires a high degree of
moral development.

The question then quickly becomes:

How

can moral development be enhanced and what is nursing
education doing to bring it about?
Bandman and Bandman

(1985)

base their views of nursing

advocacy on a different base than Gadow but arrive at a
similar conclusion.

The nurse is required to protect the

rights of the patient and to assist the patient to determine
the goals for care.
patient's needs,

The care is based on all of the

physical and psycho-social,
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and is directed

towards returning the patient to a state of health.

The

relationship is mutually respectful and democratic.

Bandman

and Bandman posit three ways nurses can practice advocacy:
in a civil disobedience model, a guerrilla fighter model,
and finally as a collaborative, cooperative manner of the
health team.

The first mode would place the nurse in the

system as the voice of conscience and the second would have
the nurse acting for the client in a more covert possibly
negative manner.

Obviously the last model has the most

appeal and represents a higher level of functioning but it
requires that the nurse has status and authority within the
health care setting.

Though nurses are not often seen in

this light in today's system, Bandman and Bandman still feel
that this is a possibility for the future and that it is the
goal for nursing to pursue.
In addition to nursing voices cited above,

there are

two non-nursing views which have added to the definition of
client advocacy in professional nursing.
(1984),

Gerald Winslow

a professor of religion, has examined the concept of

client advocacy and proposes it as the new metaphor for
nursing replacing the old worn-out metaphors such as the
military or maternal figures.

Winslow sees the development

of advocacy as the central theme in nursing and as an
important developmental step for the profession which will
lead to greater autonomy and responsibility.

As advocates,

in the sense that Gadow describes, nurses would act on their
own but also in cooperative and collaborative fashion to
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ensure the patient's rights.

As is often the case with a

person with a fresh perspective, Winslow not only defines
advocacy in nursing sharply and in agreement with Gadow, but
delineates the areas where problems will likely surface in
the implementation of the concept.

He sees problems in

clarifying the concept but more in trying to attain the
power to bring about change especially in regard to
institutional constraints.
Annas

(1974)

also brings a clear perspective to the

questions around this role for nurses.
ethicist and lawyer,

As a medical

his concern is for patient's rights and

he does not explore the nurse's execution of the role so
much as he says that the patients are in desperate need of
an advocate and the nurse is in the best position to fill
that need.

He does recognize nursing's need to shake off

the traditional subservient role before it assumes this
newer more autonomous role.

He also acknowledges the need

of the patient to trust the nurse as an advocate which has
not been seen as a problem by any of the nurses writing on
the subject.
It is good to see how a view from outside the
profession concerns the problems that nurses have also
identified as requiring change.

There are many problems and

obstacles in the path of the nurse who attempts to fulfill
the role of client advocate a position which both Annas and
Winslow support.
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External Constraints

The factors affecting the nurse who attempts to act as
a client advocate can be seen as coming from both internal
and external sources.

The external factors are presented

first and are classified according to source.
Institutional_Const rain t s

The constraints that the institution exerts are to be
found in every one of the following categories.

There are

even pleas in the professional literature to stop the
practice of client advocacy because it may jeopardize the
functioning of the institution

(Pagana,

1987).

It is

Pagana's contention that nurses are so threatened by the
economic turmoil
hospital
(1982)

in health care today that loyalty to the

is the safest route to follow.

Darling and Darling

report that advocacy of the child with birth defects

is very often in fact advocacy for the institution.

They

suggest that unless professionals address this problem
quickly and efficiently,

the advocacy for these children may

have to be taken over by the non-professional.

Such a

solution would represent a real failure of professional
nursing.
It is noteworthy that freedom to act in accordance with
nursing's own standards is not always seen as possible in
the nursing literature.
(1986)

Indeed, Yarling and McElmurray

flatly state that nurses are simply not free to act

in a moral manner.

The major inhibitors of nurse's moral
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freedom are seen as the constraints applied by the
institution, most often by the hospital.

The relationship

of nurse and patient is not valued and has no moral
imperative according to these authors.

Copp (1986)

cites

this argument as a major impediment to the exercise of true
client advocacy in the institutional setting.

Yarling and

McElmurray indict "those institutional structures that
systematically create formidable obstacles to responsible
action

(p. 71).

The nurse is left with the responsibility

to seek reform of the policies and structures of the
institution.

At the same time the nurse has relatively

little real or perceived power to bring about change at this
level.

Constraints Derived from Technological Forces

As the technology continues to grow, nurses find
themselves spending more and more time dealing with machines
and equipment and less with their clients.

The

technological advances have also brought complex ethical
questions with them that confront nurses increasingly.
area of concern,

One

referred to in almost every journal in

almost every issue,

revolves around the nurse's stance in

the maintenance of life support systems.

The explosive

growth of medical technology has outrun the paramedical
profession's ability to respond ethically and humanely.
Articles dealing with the nurse's frustration, confusion or
despair abound

(Edwards,

1986; and Huttman,
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1985).

Balancing the more personal descriptions of a nurse's pain,
are the more scholarly attempts to provide guidelines and
delineation of the nurse's position in these difficult cases
(Bandman and Bandman,

1979;

and Kellmer,

1986).

A recurring

question seems to be,

for whom does the nurse advocate?

it the living family or the dead or dying patient?

Is

How does

the nurse balance the wishes of the patient against the
legal requirements of the institution?
be initiated and,

if so,

discontinue them?

Should life supports

then how does one determine when to

As the technology increases,

confusion and concern increases.

the

The nursing profession is

not alone in struggling with these questions and needs to
examine the unique position that nursing has in such cases.
The role of advocacy for nurses in such situations needs
further consideration and study.

Other professions' answers

do not address the problems that nursing faces.

Constraints Derived From Special Populations

In addition to the problems imposed by increasing
technology there are problems relating to special
populations.

Women in labor, desperately ill infants and

the psychiatric population are all of special concern for
nursing.
Reagan,

(Reagan,
1983).

1980; Smith,

1980; Oberle,

1982; and

Probably the largest group, though, that

nurses express concern about is the elderly (Gunther,
Rogers,

1980; O'Neal,

1982;

and Moses,

1982).

1983;

This rapidly

growing portion of the population represents tremendous
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problems of client advocacy.

The nurse can easily slip into

paternalistic patterns and deprive the aged of selfdetermination.

The general population may not regard the

elderly segment of society with much empathy and thus not
address the needs of this group in policy matters.
more limited basis,

On a

the nurse may be in the position to

advocate for the elderly in relation to the family or for
the family with the institution.

An area that exemplifies

conflict is the nurse's position in regard to mandatory
reporting of elder abuse

(Gilbert,

1986).

If the client has

decided to endure an abusive situation rather than face what
might be considered a worse prospect,

such as abandonment or

life in a nursing home, mandatory reporting statutes place
the nurse in a position of conflict.

These special areas of

concern for nurses call for specific nursing answers to such
problems.
Particular populations with special needs such as
patients with AIDS, may require more respect, concern, and
acceptance

(Irish,

1983)

than the usual client.

Client

advocacy as described by Curtin and Gadow will assist the
nurse to enhance the care given to such clients and might
allow the client to find some meaning in their death.
dealing with the dying patients in general

(Mullins,

In
1981),

the approach of the client advocate can provide answer to
the concerned and frustrated nurse as well as the clients
and their friends and their families.
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Legal Constraints

In addition to the confusion, conflict, and even mental
anguish that some of these problems of advocacy produce,
nurse may also face economic and legal risks
1984) •

the

(Creighton,

Nurses are cautioned in regard to what they write on

charts or what they do not write

(Prigoff,

questions they answer or do not answer
what they report or do not report

1985), what

(Greenlaw,

(Feliu,

1985).

1983), or
It would

seem there is a very fine line to walk between protecting
the client's well-being and protecting the nurse's own well¬
being.

Does the nurse have to gather legal evidence that

may be used against the client in court
1985) ,

and if so,

protected?

(Knickerbocker,

how does the nurse's own interest get

How does client advocacy relate to the nurse's

need to restrain patients in general freedom or in specific
movements

(Burnside,

1984)?

Are nurses prepared to give

informed consent to their clients on the procedures that
nurses do and for which the nurse is legally liable
(Trimberger,

1983)?

Interdisciplinary Constraints

An area of even cloudier dimensions is in the
relationship of nurse and physician.

The nurse could well

be dismissed for what can be termed insubordination
1983)

(Reagan,

1983;

and Oberle,

when client advocacy was the nurse's

aim.

The relationship of doctor and nurse is so unequal

that ways of gentle but persuasive communication to avoid
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confrontation and to ensure quality care are often found in
nursing literature

(Friedman,

1983).

The nurse still needs

to learn effective but non-threatening ways to inform a
doctor that some corrections or additions to orders are
needed.

The removal of a nurse's license to practice

because of a physician's displeasure (Tuma,

1977)

can be

demonstrated still.

Societal Constraints

The constraints that evolve from societal forces may seem
less obvious than other factors but are no less powerful and
prevalent.

The nurse practicing in the current health care

system is subject to the same societal pressures in work as
in every facet of life.

Since the nursing profession is

comprised of about 98% women, another perspective is
necessary to explore the problems of client advocacy in
professional nursing.

This is the portion of writing that

deals with nursing seen from a feminist perspective.

This

view provides some insight into the difficulty nursing has
in implementing this distinctly worthwhile role.

The focus

of the problem is shifted away from nursing's culpability in
failing to achieve true professional stature and toward the
effect of the total environment in which nursing operates.
Even the most carefully constructed and logical plan will be
difficult to implement in a hostile environment.
The root of a great deal of the problem,
feminists in nursing,

as seen by the

is what might be called rampant
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paternalism

(Ashley,

1977; Murphy,

1979; and Roberts,

1983)

which is noted as a strong and viable force in the American
health care system today.

Though the nurse practices in

many varied settings presently, the hospital is still the
primary source of employment in this country.

Ashley

describes the American hospital as a stronghold of the
paternalistic system which has concentrated power in the
hands of administrators and physicians to the detriment of
nursing and the public as well.
until the last decade or so,

Ashley maintains that,

the hospital even controlled

nursing education and still exerts some efforts towards the
maintenance of the apprenticeship system.

The overall

effects of the paternalistic framework undeniably affect the
implementation of the nursing role.
The presumption that the professional knows what is
best for the client is dangerous but prevalent.
Paternalistic behavior is very easy to fall into as Murphy
(1979)

and Gadow

(1980)

have noted,

culpable as other groups.

Fromer

and nursing is often as

(1981)

describes clearly

just how prevalent paternalism is in the health care field
and delineates instances in which paternalism is permissible
and even legally and morally required.

Examples of accepted

paternalism in health care are fluoridation of water
supplies,

seat belt laws,

and immunization laws.

In health care there are many occasions in which the
clients are unable to control their own destinies and they
need the assistance of professionals.
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Most often these

instances revolve around the issues of life or death.

The

more subtle and less obvious examples are those that Fromer
cites

(1981)

as more insidious in their effect.

For

example, does the nurse allow any latitude on the patient's
part when administering medications?

Usually drugs are

merely presented to the client with no options and a clear
message that if the client wants to get better then this
medication should be taken.

The implication is that the

nurse knows what is best for the client.

Taylor

(1985)

goes

so far as to suggest that nurses not only act to extend the
physicians paternalism but acts in a maternalistic manner to
reinforce the effect on the client!

The message proclaimed

is that the doctor knows best and if the patients are not
compliant then they will suffer.

The nurse is seen as a

maternal figure implementing the physician's orders and
serving to control and manage clients.
Some of the feminist nursing literature relates
paternalism to the larger dynamics of oppression (Roberts,
1983; Chinn and Wheeler,
Wheeler

(1985)

1985;

and Ashley,

1980).

Chinn and

describe the growth of feminist thought and

define the direction of the influence on feminism upon
nursing.
Wheeler,

The symptoms of oppression as seen by Chinn and
are divisiveness,

low levels of participation in

professional organizations and a paucity of effective
leaders.

Another sign that they see is a lack of

appreciation of nursing's own culture and value system.
They assert that nurses usually see themselves reflected in
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the eyes of administrators and physicians and accept that
reflected image of themselves as less than worthy.
Consistent with models of oppression, the effect of these
traits is a prolongation of the subservient role and
advocacy for the institution's or for the physician's goals
at the cost of the client's goals.

It is Chinn and

Wheeler's contention that awareness of the feminist
perception and the valuing of nursing's contribution will
end the "divisiveness and isolation" seen in nursing and
allow women to "value themselves and other women"

(p. 75) .

The hope is that nurses who are mostly women will advocate
for each other as clients, colleagues and for the larger
professional group.
The very traits Chinn and Wheeler describe as evidence
of oppression can also be viewed as factors which maintain
the status quo in nursing.

The feminist movement, which may

be seen as potentially helpful,

has not had a very

significant impact upon the nursing scene for a variety of
reasons

(Vance et al.,

1985).

Part of the reason may be

that nursing has been viewed as "one of the ultimate female
ghettos"

(p.

281)

by the feminist movement.

Nursing's

contribution, both real and potential, to the nation's
health has not been recognized as significant or authentic.
Perhaps the women's movement itself suffers from the effects
of oppression and thus denies the value that an almost
exclusively female group brings to society.
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The magnitude of the problem is enormous and does not
seem amenable to easy solution.

The "typical" female

approach to power and the acquisition of power is what Pinch
(1981)

sees as the real struggle in nursing.

Nurses do not

have as much control over their own professional affairs as
physicians and hospital administrators have on nursing
issues.

She contends that the woman's, or nurses's

contribution needs to be recognized and valued in order to
bring about needed change in health care.

Pinch attributes

some of the problems to the emphasis in developmental theory
on males development and to the assumption that females are
like males or,
abnormal.

if they are different,

that they are

Obviously this view suggests massive societal

changes and new directions in research.
The feminist approach to nursing research is viewed by
MacPherson

(1983)

and Choi

(1985)

as not only desirable but

as a shift to a whole new paradigm in nursing.

They contend

that nursing requires a restructuring in thought and
research that take into consideration the feminist approach.
This approach would be more egalitarian,
oriented,

holistic and health

and the research probably would be more

qualitative than quantitative.

A new paradigm would bring a

change in perspective and conceptualization, especially in
women's health issues,
approach.

that would emphasize a more feminine

The effect would presumably be a higher level in

health care as nursing attains more freedom to perform
according to its own standards.
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With such a prospect confronting nursing,

it is no

wonder that new approaches and explanations are being
persued.

The work of Paulo Freire

(1970)

is beginning to be

applied to the nursing experience with considerable impact
(Roberts,

1983; Hedin,

1986; and Chinn and Wheeler,

1985).

The application of oppressed group behavior to the nursing
arena explains many otherwise contradictory and frustrating
factors.

The nurse in the patriarchal institution acts in

many ways like those in oppressed groups.
described by Chinn and Wheeler

(1985)

Nurses acting as

and Roberts,

(1983),

seem to have identified with the dominant groups norms and
lack the power or desire to value their own identity.

The

nurses who attain positions of power and authority seem to
become "controlling,
p.

25)

coercive, and rigid"

(Roberts,

1983,

as they attempt to assume the norms of the dominant

group and to maintain the status quo.
Roberts
marginal,

(1983)

describes this kind of leader as

having the tendency to devalue nursing's own

contribution to health care and even nursing's own culture.
Even Florence Nightingale has been accused of buying into
the male ruling class value system by failing to identify
with the women's movement of her day (Chinn and Wheeler,
1985).
It is interesting to note that there has been a
suggestion that the way to solve the problems of new
professional nurses entering the work force is to encourage
them to become "bicultural" or marginalized
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(Kramer,

1974).

It is Kramer's contention that nurses need to adhere to the
culture of the institution as well as to their own nursing
culture.

She believes that the educational system is so

idealistic that the new qraduate is unable to manage in the
system.

Kramer does not consider it a problem that nurses

might feel fragmented and torn between conflicting loyalties
if they were truly bicultural.

This kind of advice can be

seen as supporting bureaucratic advocacy and might well
invalidate client advocacy.
The consequences that may result from oppressive
factors are well described by Hedin
analysis,

(1986).

In a neat tight

she examines the failure of an experiment in West

Germany to bring a nursing educational program into a
university setting.

The study demonstrated the behavior of

both the oppressed and oppressors, delineated the myths used
by the oppressors,
factor.

and described education as the liberating

Although the experiment failed, the study clearly

demonstrated the possibilities inherent in the application
of Freire's work to the nursing experience especially to
nursing education.

The major components of oppression

theory can be seen to be acting within the nursing
experience and a "freeing education" as described by Friere
(1970)

might prove enormously helpful.

In essence,

the feminist perspective in nursing

attributes the problems in implementing the professional
role to societal factors and to the profession's response to
this oppression.

This emphasis allows for growth in
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professional pride and asserts that change is necessary in
all areas of the health care system, not just in nursing.
Another result of this kind of argument is a reexamination
through a new lens of the many myths operating in the
systems.

Many questions remain revolving around the best

way to prepare students and practicing nurses to participate
in such a system as well as how to change the system.
However,

one can see in the literature a sensation of

freedom and the possibility of new patterns of behavior that
is very hopeful.

Moral Development as an Internal Constraint

During an exploration of the concept of client
advocacy,

it becomes apparent that the nurse practicing at

this level requires an ethical system that values the client
above all other considerations that are operating in the
health care arena.

The development of a strong and useful

ethical system will undoubtedly serve the nurse well who
chooses the role of client advocate.

The model of

development applied to the nursing experience will radically
affect the educational and practice approach to the study of
professional nursing.
Carper

(1979)

calls for an "Ethic of Caring" that will

guide the nurse toward a holistic practice that demonstrates
respect for the unique dignity of the individual client and
places the value in the nurse-patient relationship on the
needs and worth of the individuals involved.
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She faults the

rise in technology and specialization for a growing tendency
toward the dehumanization of health care and the resultant
depersonalization of the client.

The need for an empathetic

humane interaction is answered by an ethic of caring in
which the client-nurse relationship is valued,

the client

has access to the information that is needed and the
decisions regarding quality of life and ethical matters is
viewed from the client's perspective.
This empathetic,

holistic approach requires that the

nurse uses a well-thought out ethical system in every nursepatient relationship.

Most nursing literature which

examines the ethical stance of nurses utilizes Kohlberg's
conception of moral development
1987;

Pinch,

1983;

and Murphy,

(Ornery,
1976).

1983; Katefian,
Indeed, Ornery

maintains that all nursing research on moral development is
based on Kohlberg's model.

In such research, nurses usually

are assessed as failing to attain the higher levels of moral
development.

The nurse may be classified at the

conventional level which "stresses obedience to authority
and the need for harmonious relationships with institutions
and authority figures"

(Murphy,

1976, p. 3).

In addition to

determining that the nurse is not operating at the highest
levels,

the most favorable outcome is defined in terms of

Kohlberg's justice and universal principles and rights.
Once again, women have been judged on a male-based model and
when they were found to be different, they have been labeled
inferior.
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Ornery found that the three dominant models of moral
development in the literature were the psychoanalytic model,
the cognitive developmental model and the social learning
school model.

She stresses that the client advocate role is

preferred for the present day professional and that nurses
need to be able to exercise independent moral reasoning that
is free from the constraints of the institution and of other
authorities.

The psychoanalytic model is dismissed as

having little relevance empirically.

The empirical evidence

supporting Kohlberg's model of cognitive development is
questioned for several reasons.

The model does not allow

for the regression which is seen in adolescence.
also indications of cultural bias,

There are

in addition to the gender

bias as well as the effects of religious influence that
contradict the claims of universality.

The social learning

school has indicated that very specific modeling is required
to produce specific behaviors and the picture is easily
confounded by complex situations.
Ornery notes the resultant prevalence in the use of
Kohlberg's model perhaps because of the ease in
operationalizing it and because it has an optimistic
perspective which sees moral development as inevitable with
sufficient stimuli and conditions.
Kohlberg's model

She does emphasize that

is totally based on a masculine stanaaro

and is derived from an all male sample.
In a departure from the usual application of the
masculine experience onto the feminine one. Miller
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(1976)

has reaffirmed women's valuation of relationships and
depreciation of individuation and separation from others.
She describes women as living in an affiliative context
maintaining connections with others and being supportive to
as well as supported by others.

Such a system provides

incredible strength and power which Miller believes can
effect tremendous changes socially if properly applied.
Also viewing women as a source of tremendous potential
strength, Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule

(1986)

describe women as seeking to understand the world around
them, not just the "truth.”

They reappraise women's

potential by examining them as silent or voiceless at first
until they attend to their own internal accumulated
knowledge and learn to value their own wisdom and regard for
relationships and connections in their lives.
al.

describe women as silent in fact,

developmental literature.

Belenky et

in society, and in the

It is their intention to listen

to and learn from the women in our society.
The work of Carol Gilligan and her conception of moral
development stimulated the work of Belenky et al.

Indeed

Belenky worked with Gilligan in the original abortion
decision study

(1980).

Gilligan's work is relevant to

nursing especially as she investigates the ethic of caring
and the moral orientation of caring.

The nursing literature

frequently calls for an ethic of caring often in conjunction
with client advocacy and it would seem likely that there
would be a common fit that could be investigated.
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Since

s discussions of moral development are based on
research with women,

it seems likely that nurses who

practice client advocacy would demonstrate a stronger
orientation to the caring mode as opposed to a justice mode.
Gilligan originally worked with Kohlberg

(1971)

in

explicating his model and applying it to adolescent
development.

In this work,

they charged that moral

development requires stimulation by realistic educational
experiences that stress development over achievement.
Eventually, Gilligan noticed a consistent difference in
women's responses to Kohlberg's instrument.

After her

investigation of the way women made decisions about
abortions

(1980) ,

she elaborated more fully on the different

perspective that women bring to the discussion of oral
issues.
Gilligan went on to proclaim that developmentalists,
especially Kohlberg,

have "not given adequate expression to

the concerns and experience of women"

(1977, p. 481).

She

suggested that most women had a unique perspective on
reality and she described an alternative sequence of how
women tend to develop morally.

She does not pose her theory

as the right or the only conception of development but she
did call for an expansion of developmental theory to include
women's experience.

That experience she saw as "insistently

contextual"

and strongly tied to relationships.

(p.

482)

She described the masculine model as more individuated and
autonomous and less tied to being responsive and caring for
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others.

Since the autonomous model of men has been labeled

normal,

the connected and caring feminine model was seen as

deficient or deviant.

Paradoxically, Gilligan said that the

very elements that have represented the epitome of feminine
goodness,

that is caring for others and being sensitive to

their needs,
deficient.

have caused them to be labeled morally
She saw women as more empathetic and

compassionate and more interested in solving real life
dilemmas than hypothetical ones and she describes women's
central moral

issues as a conflict between the needs of

others and the needs of the woman herself.

The woman's

efforts are exerted toward resolving problems so that she
can reclaim herself while insuring that no one else is hurt.

Stages of Moral Development

Gilligan's initial work on the stages of moral
development grew out of interviews she had with women who
were deciding whether or not to have an abortion
1977;

and Gilligan and Belenky,

1980).

(Gilligan,

She developed a

model that describes three major stages with two
transitional periods

(See Table 1).

In the first level,

the orientation is to individual

survival in which the self is the sole object of concern.
Eventually,

the first transition occurs in which the woman

moves from selfishness to responsibility.

This transition

shows an improvement in the sense of self worth,
individual

and the

is moving toward more social participation.
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At

the second level, goodness is defined as self-sacrifice.
this point,

At

the woman proclaims her capacity to take care of

and protect others.

This stage represents the stereo¬

typical picture of feminine goodness.

Eventually,

the woman

moves to the second transitional phase from goodness to
truth.

At this point,

the word selfish reappears as the

woman reaffirms her own sense of self-worth.

In this second

transitional phase, morality is seen in terms of its
intention and consequences.

This phase evolves into the

final stage or level three, which describes a morality of
nonviolence.

The woman asserts an equality of self and

others at this level and is able to care for herself as well
as others.
Gilligan has not continued to develop the stages of
development because she says she is not sure that they
should represent a hierarchy of morality with an invariant
sequence and with no movement from one stage to another.
She suggest that the stages might be better viewed as
occurring on a horizontal plane with movement possible from
one position to another.

Gilligan suggests instead that

this movement from one step to another be viewed as "an
interplay of voices"
p.

47).

(Gilligan, Brown, and Rogers, 1988,

These voices can be seen to form a "contrapuntal

theme woven into the cycle of life and recurring in varied
forms in people's judgment fantasies and thoughts"
(Gilligan,

1981, p.

1).
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Table 1
Gilligan's Stages of Moral Development
Level Is

Orientation to Individual Survival

The individual is powerless and vulnerable
The self is paramount and survival is the aim
The First Transition:

From Selfishness to

Responsibility
Responsibility to others becomes apparent
Attachment and connection to others surfaces
Level II:

Goodness as Self-Sacrifice

Stereotypical feminine goodness is the objective
Consensual judgment and goodness override other
considerations
Self-Sacrifice may be necessary so that others are
not harmed.
The Second Transition:

From Goodness to Truth

Relationships are reconsidered
Injunction to do no harm begins to include self
Level III:

The Morality of Nonviolence

Do no harm to self or others
The self is as worthy of care as are others
Responsibility for care is paramount and preempts
universal rights.

An Ethic of Caring
Gilligan expands upon her theory in some very
convincing literary and biblical references
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(1979)

in which

she demonstrates that women have historically seen the world
from a different perspective.

She accuses psychological

theorists of trying to "fashion women out of a masculine
cloth" with the result that "In the life cycle as in the
Garden of Eden,
(1979, p.

432).

caretaker,

it is the woman who has been the deviant."
Women have served as the nurturer, or

even the nurse, of others with whom they build a

web of relationships,

and then have been classified as less

than fully or completely developed.

Historically,

of women has been considered less than valuable.
however,

the work
Gilligan,

suggests that the current discovery in midlife men

of the value of human interaction and human intimacy is
merely an affirmation of what women have always celebrated.
Her description of moral concerns for women is one of
competing responsibility rather than competing rights.

She

states that "the concern with caring centers moral
development around the progressive differentiation and
integration that characterize the evolution of the
understanding of relationships"

(1979, p. 442).

The

central theme of her writing is concerned with the vitally
important place that relationships play in the lives of
women.
.

.

.

She sees women as having a "sense of integrity
entwined with an ethic of care"

(1982, p. 787), as

opposed to an ethic of justice demonstrated by most men.
In additional writings with Michael Murphy, Gilligan

(1980)

posits that the regression seen using Kohlberg's model with
adolescents may be the contextual relativism that women have
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been seen to demonstrate.

This can be seen as evidence of

the subject's considering all of the various elements in an
ethical dilemma instead of the specific universal principles
that Kohlberg would expect.

Moral reasoning in boys and

typically progresses in different directions/ one
aimed at justice and rights and the other to care and
response

(1982).

She suggests that the present moral ideal

of separation and individuation is in need of supplementary
images of connections and interdependence.

She believes

that "this alternate vision of the web of connection is the
recognition of relationship that prevents aggression and
gives rise to the understanding that generates response"
(p.

211) .

The end result is the stage of moral development

that she calls the morality of nonviolence.
Gilligan's work has been amplified and expanded upon by
Lyons

(1983).

She describes two ways of self-definition:

separate and objective or connected.

In addition, people

are seen as approaching moral decisions in either a justice
orientation of a care orientation.

Those who are described

as connected use a morality of care while those seen as
separate or objective use a morality of justice.

Though men

and women were seen to use both care and justice
considerations,

one mode was seen to predominate with women

tending to use a connected caring mode and with men tending
to use a separate/objective justice mode.
Not all the literature agrees with Gilligan and Lyons
but most is apt to call for an integration of their
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perspective and adaptation of Kohlberg's theory (Pratt,
cind Hunter,

1984 , and Smetana,

1984) .

Surely more

research is required and perhaps additional amplification is
needed.

However,

is inadequate.

It is essential that women's perspective be

seriously studied,
(i.e.,

nursing)

it is evident that the totally male model

especially when the interested group

is 98% female.

Women's developmental variations are beginning to be
studied and investigated and significant progress can be
expected.

The emerging perspective of women as unique,

different and equally valuable to man is only recently
beginning to become a prominent segment of the literature
but changes seem to be imminent.
Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule
Gilligan

(1982)

Miller

(1986)

(1976)

and Belenky,

together with Carol

are making a considerable impact on

developmental literature and may well provide a foundation
upon which nursing can build.

Nursing literature which

calls for an ethic of caring and responsibility is congruent
with this work.
The task for nursing research is clearly to examine the
developmental models for evidence of bias against women and
to explore those models based on women's experience for
applicability to nursing.

Gilligan's work has apparent

relevance for the nursing experience.

Research is needed to

investigate ways in which her work might illuminate issues
in nursing practice generally and in client advocacy in
particular.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD AND PROCEDURES

Design

Since there has been essentially no investigation about
client advocacy in professional nursing and about nurses
moral development as measured by Gilligan, a descriptive
methodology was chosen for this study.

This research was

designed to explore nurse's reports of their preferred model
of advocacy and the relationship between this and
demographic data and the nurse's moral orientation.
The study was conducted in two phases.
addressed hypotheses one and two.

Phase one

The first phase consisted

of a mailed questionnaire distributed to a random sample of
registered nurses from western Massachusetts.

This portion

explored the model of advocacy for which nurses expressed a
preference.

Demographic data were gathered which were

examined in relation to expressed preference for the various
models of advocacy.
The second phase of the study consisted of interviews
with a subset of the original sample.

The interview

explored the subject's moral orientation as described by
Gilligan.

Hypotheses three and four were addressed in phase

three.
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Variables

The dependent variables were the models of advocacy
preferred by the participants.

The independent variables

were the demographic data such as clinical setting,
within the

institution,

preparation,

age,

gender,

position

educational

and length of time employed.

The third

variable can be termed an exploratory variable at this
point.

This was the rated moral orientation of the selected

subset within the framework of Gilligan.

Subjects'

Rights

Subjects'
subjects

rights were protected by the relevant human

review processes

(see Appendix B).

They were all

voluntary participants who had their confidentiality
protected.

They were

informed

in writing of how their

rights were to be protected and had a means to indicate
whether

they would like to be sent a summary of the results

of the study.
Each phase of the study is described below.
information about design,

subjects,

Relevant

instrumentation,

and

procedure are organized and presented by research phase.

Method of Phase One

In this portion of the study,
selected

registered nurses

in Western Massachusetts were

surveyed by mailed questionnaire.
to

rank and

five hundred randomly

The subjects were asked

rate the three types of advocacy as originally
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described by Murphy (1979)

and modified for this study.

The

subjects were also asked to respond to a case depicting a
moral dilemma.
advocate,

The response options were those of a client

a physician advocate and a bureaucratic advocate.

The survey results therefore reflected the subject's
reported preferences for the various models of advocacy.
Certain demographic data were elicited in an attempt to
examine relationships with preferred type of advocacy.
Since Gilligan asserts that women are apt to value
relationships very highly,

information on the length of time

employed in an institution were collected.

Age and gender

were

Due to interest

noted as was educational background.

in the literature regarding practice setting, data were
gathered regarding employment in the hospital or the
community setting but also including doctor's offices and
industrial settings.

The position of the nurse within the

institution was ascertained with the subjects being asked to
describe themselves as either staff or management since this
is also seen as relevant in the literature

(Murphy, 1979).

Subjects

Participants were randomly selected from the list of
registered nurses obtained from the Board of Registration in
Nursing of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

The list

included those nurses from Western Massachusetts, that is
the four counties of Hampshire, Hampden, Franklin, and
Berkshire.

This list included registered nurses of all
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educational backgrounds, ages, positions, practice settings,
and employment status from Western Massachusetts.
The list from which the subjects were drawn was
provided by the Board of Registration in Nursing and was
arranged by zip codes of all the towns in Western
Massachusetts.

Since five hundred subjects were needed, the

total number of nurses
the number 17.324.

(8662)

was divided by 500, yielding

A table of random numbers provided the

number five which directed that the first name selected be
the fifth name on the list.

Thereafter, every seventeenth

name on the list was selected for the total of five hundred
subjects.

All those who had participated in the

construction of the instrument and the testing of the pilot
were eliminated from the list.
If a questionnaire was returned by the post office as
undeliverable,

replacement was made from the original list

in the same manner.

A follow-up post card was sent out one

month after the initial mailing.

(see Appendix C).

Instrumentation

The instrument or questionnaire

(see Appendix B)

assessed the subject's expressed preference for advocacy
type in part one as described below.
advocacy assessment,
case.

In part two of the

the subjects selected a response to a

Demographic data were also gathered in Part III of

the questionnaire.
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Mvocacy Assessment-.

In Part I, of the questionnaire,

the participants were asked to rank order the three models
of advocacy as described by Murphy (1979)
to least preferred.

in terms of most

The participants were also asked to

respond to a Likert scale to indicate the degree of
agreement or disagreement with each of the three kinds of
advocacy.
In Part II of the advocacy assessment, the participants
were asked to select the three most favored and the three
least favored responses to a written moral dilemma.

The

dilemma was a case in professional nursing practice based
upon a study done by Swider, McElmurray, and Yarling
Demographic Assessment.
questionnaire,

(1985).

In Part III of the

the participants were asked for additional

information which was used to examine the relationships of
preferred advocacy model to demographic factors.

They were

asked to indicate clinical setting in which they practice,
their position in the institution,
background,

age, gender, educational

and length of employment.

The educational

background included original nursing education and all
additional schooling.

The length of employment was

concerned with present position.
The advocacy assessment instrument provided three
measures of which model of advocacy the participants report
that they prefer.

The demographic data were examined for

relationships with the type of advocacy preferred in the
rating and ranking tasks as well as with the preferred
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type of advocacy indicated by their responses to a moral
di1emma.
^gXgj-Qpyent: of the Instrument.
advocacy assessment,
described by Murphy

In part one of the

the three models of advocacy as
(1979)

were rephrased in language that

was judged to be clear and neutral in tone.

Four nursing

©xperts participated in the rephrasing of the descriptors.
Two experts were able to participate in person discussing
the wording.

The second two mailed in a few suggestions.

The earliest participants in the pilot also asked questions
about wording which were subsequently clarified.

Advice was

also obtained from the Statistical Consulting Center as to
the best way to gather the desired data.

As a result,

the

pilot changed after several trials until the final
instrument resulted
final

(see Appendices A and B for pilot and

instrument).
For the second part of the advocacy assessment,

responses to a case were used.
Yarling

(1985)

Swider McElmurray and

developed the case which describes a moral

dilemma in a hospital.

They canvassed 775 senior

baccalaureate nursing students who generated responses to
the dilemma.

A content analysis was conducted and some of

the responses were accordingly categorized as being either
client advocacy,
advocacy

institutional advocacy,

or physician

(see table in Appendix C for categorized sample

items) .
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Selected responses from the Swider, McElmurray and
Yarling study

(1985)

were submitted to four expert nurses.

They were asked to indicate their agreement with the
categorization of responses by

Swider et al.,

provide a measure of content validity.

in order to

All of the responses

were coded the same by the four nurse experts.

Those

responses found to be repetitive or unclear were deleted.
Twelve were selected from the original sixteen and were used
in the questionnaire for this study.

The twelve possible

responses were not categorized in the instrument and they
were randomly ordered.
in each category.

This gave the subject four choices

They were asked to choose the three best

and three worst responses.
Pilot.

A pilot of the full instrument was conducted

with fourteen nurses from widely varying backgrounds and
settings.

After the administration of the pilot, the

responses of this sample were compared to those of the nurse
experts and several necessary revisions were made.

Changes

in the first section were related to clarifying the
descriptors of the three models of advocacy.

The changes in

the second section related to reducing the numbers of
choices of responses to the case.

The final result was

that the subjects were asked to choose the three best and
three worst responses instead of ranking all of the possible
responses.

Several open-ended questions were deleted due to

responses from several respondents who referred to having
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difficulty with the "essay questions"

(see Appendices A and

B for pilot and final instrument).
Procedure.

Five hundred questionnaires were mailed to

the randomized sample of registered nurses.

Each

questionnaire was numbered and a record was kept for the
purpose of follow-up.

A self addressed stamped envelope was

enclosed and a cover letter explained the study and asked
for participation

(see Appendix B for a copy).

The returned

instruments were analyzed for reported advocacy preference.
Data Analysis.
nominal data.

The advocacy instrument generated

Associations between the variables were

tested for significance using the chi square test.
were the rated preference for the model,
three models

The data

the ranking of the

(both Part I of the instrument), the preferred

response to the case
demographic data

(Part II of the instrument), and the

(Part III of the instrument).

Relationships between the three parts of the instrument were
tested and significant differences were sought using the chi
square test for significance.

Method of Phase Two

Since moral orientation as described by Gilligan at
this time can be only determined in an open one-to-one
interview,
interviews.

this variable was examined through individual
Specific subjects were selected from the

returned questionnaires and these subjects were asked for an
interview.

The selection was on the basis of the type of
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advocacy preferred by the subject in the questionnaire.
Subjects were drawn from those measuring high in client
advocacy and in institutional advocacy.

Ten to twelve

subjects expressing a preference for each of these two
models were interviewed.

The interview followed the

protocol established by Gilligan
presence,

(1987), and determined the

the prevalence, and the alignment of self with

either the caring or the justice orientation.
recently developed Reading Guide

Gilligan's

(Brown et al., 1988)

provided the guidelines for the interview.
Subjects

The subjects of the interview phase were selected from
the respondents to the mailed questionnaire.

Selection was

made from the subjects measuring the highest on client
advocacy and institutional advocacy.

Twelve of those

subjects measuring high in client advocacy and twelve of
those subjects measuring high in institutional advocacy were
selected.

The selection was made based on the subject being

consistent in rating,
each type.

ranking,

and responding to the case in

Those selecting the institutional advocacy model

selected all of the appropriate responses to the case.

The

subjects expressing a preference for client advocacy,
however, were selected if they chose at least one of the
appropriate responses.
The twelve subjects reflected differences in the
distribution of demographic factors such as age,
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setting,

position,

or any other factor which might have had a

significant relationship with reported preference for
advocacy type.

If any selected subject had declined,

another expressing a similar preference and characteristics
would have been interviewed.

However, no selected subject

declined to be interviewed.
Interview

The moral orientation of a sub-set of the participants
was assessed in an interview according to Gilligan's
protocol.

Gilligan's manual and coding system directed the

interview and guided the assessment.
The interview was an open-ended discussion of a real
life dilemma that the subject reported

(see Appendix F).

The dilemma was one that the subject experienced and it did
not need to relate to nursing.
and a transcription was made.

The interview was recorded
The transcript was studied

using the criteria described in Gilligan's Reading Guide
(Brown et al.,

1988)

and accordingly,the subject was

assigned as demonstrating either predominantly the caring or
justice orientation.
Interpretation.

The determination of orientation was

based on the presence and prevalence of particular
indicators and how these particular indicators aligned with
the subject's self description.

The justice orientation is

marked by references to conflicting claims,
weighing or balancing of these claims.
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rights, and the

The subject is

concerned with being fair and impartial,
individual over another.

favoring no one

The care orientation is more

concerned with relationships and response to another's need.
The subject refers to webs of relationships and attachments
and attempts to understand others in the context of a
situation.
The method requires four readings of the transcript.
In the first reading,
narrator's story.

the purpose is merely to listen to the

In the second reading,

the purpose is to

attend to the narrator's depiction of "self."

Those

statements in which the narrator expresses personal beliefs,
feelings and thoughts are underlined in color.
reading,

In the third

references to the justice orientation are

underlined in another color.

The fourth and final reading

calls for the references to care to be underlined in still
another color.
As the reader moved through this process, notes were
made on the work sheets

(see Appendix F)

evidence of the reader's determinations.

which gives
This provided an

audit trail such as is suggested by Lincoln and Guba

(1985).

The reader then determined the presence and prevalence of
care and or justice and the alignment of either or both with
the statements of "self."
F)

The final summary sheet

constructs a narrative typology

presence,

(Appendix F)

based on the

prevalence and alignment of self with either or

both the justice and care orientations
et al.,

(Appendix

1988) .
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(Reading Guide, Brown

This investigator attended two workshops at Harvard
with the Gilligan group to learn the procedure.

Following

the first workshop the interviews were conducted and the
interpretation was completed.

At the second workshop, the

results were discussed with the experts.

One of the experts

reviewed the transcripts and interpretation.

General

concurrence with this investigators findings was offered.
Procedure.

Twelve of those subjects measuring high in

client advocacy and twelve measuring high in institutional
advocacy in the questionnaire were selected for follow-up.
Contact was made by telephone and the interview was arranged
for a mutually agreed upon time in a place that was relaxed
and somewhat private.

A script of the original telephone

call was written and used for all contacts

(see Appendix E) .

The actual interview was taped and a transcription was made
which was verified by the investigator.

Data Analysis

Descriptive data were presented regarding moral
orientation of participants across the two advocacy types.
The interviews were classified into narrative typologies
(see appendix F).

The relationship between moral

orientation and preferred models of advocacy was explored.
The demographic data was also examined for possible
relationships between such factors as age, position, or
practice setting and a caring or justice orientation.
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Limitations of the Study

Some of the major limitations of the study result from
the selection of the sample.

One factor is that the sample

is drawn from only Western Massachusetts.

This was due to

the need for follow-up interviews that could be reasonably
managed.

As a result,

the sample can be seen as a fairly

homogeneous group from suburban and rural communities with
only one large city, Springfield,

represented.

This

geographic area is made up of mostly white, middle class
people of similar backgrounds.
Another limitation concerning the sample results from
the list of nurses that was used.

The Board of Registration

in Nursing was the source of the list for the study and it
was comprised of all registered nurses including those who
were not actively practicing nursing at the time of the
study.

Nurses who are not active in the field might not be

expected to respond at as high a rate or in the same way as
actively involved people.

Indeed,

seven subjects returned

the instrument uncompleted because they were not active in
nursing and they surmised that their input would not be
useful.
The other limitations of the study are related to the
new untested areas being explored.

The concept of client

advocacy is fairly new and the nursing literature reflects a
paucity of investigation into the subject.

The instrument

used to assess the subject's expressed preference for
advocacy model was new and untested other than in its
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development.

Further work in the future will be necessary

to provide reliability and validity data and which may
result in changes in the instrument.
The other new untested area being explored concerns the
work of Gilligan and the new Reading Guide
1988)•

(Brown, et al.,

This manual, which served to direct the analysis and

conduct of the interviews, was used in this study and at the
time of this study, only one other nursing study was known
to be done in this country.

There is not yet any

reliability or validity data available on the procedure
defined in the guide.
Gilligan's work in general can be seen as pioneering
and as relatively untested.

The exploration of moral

development from the examination of the individual's moral
orientation is a new departure for investigation into the
subject.

Future work refining and standardizing the process

is highly probable.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction

In this exploratory study,

the questions guiding the

research were addressed in two phases.

The analysis of the

data will be presented and discussed as it corresponds to
each phase.
In the first phase of the study, the purpose was to
explore nurses'

expressed preferences about the various

models of advocacy.

Another purpose was to explore the

relationship of the preferred model of advocacy to variables
such as practice setting, position in the setting,
educational background, age, gender,
employment in the setting.

and length of

To describe these factors, five

hundred questionnaires were distributed to nurses in Western
Massachusetts.

The results were analyzed to respond to the

first and second hypotheses.
In the second phase of the study, the purpose was to
explore the moral orientation of nurses who expressed a
preference for various models of advocacy.

This was

accomplished by means of interviewing a selected subset of
the original sample.

The results of those interviews

address hypotheses three and four.
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Phase One
Characteristics of the Sample

The questionnaire was distributed to 500 randomly
selected registered nurses from the four counties of Western
Massachusetts.

Two hundred twenty-two responses were

obtained resulting in a return rate of 44.4%.

Ten responses

were unusable so that the final data set comprised 212.
The respondents were predominantly employed in
hospitals as reported by 104 cases

(56% adjusted frequency).

(All percentages following are adjusted for missing values.)
Only 19 subjects

(10%)

were employed in community agencies.

Extended care facilities were named as the employer of 14
(7.6%)

of the sample.

Fully 37

(20%)

subjects used the

category of "other" and described ambulatory care clinics,
HMO's,

infirmaries and other facilities as their setting.

Only nine
and two

(4.9%)

(1.1%)

reported being employed in doctors'

offices

in industry.

Most of the respondents, 177
themselves as employed.

(83.9%), described

Seven of the unusable returns were

not completed because the subjects reported not being
presently involved in nursing.
The greatest number,

37

(75.3%)

reported having staff positions.
claimed by 45

(24.7%)

of the respondents

Management positions were

of the subjects.

A diploma education was reported by 78
subjects.

(37.1%)

The next largest category of educational
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background was that of the Bachelor's Degree in nursing
which was 47

(22.4%)

subjects.

Nursing accounted for 46

The Associate Degree in

(21.9%)

subjects.

Since subjects

were asked to check all categories that apply to their
educational preparation,

it is possible for a subject to be

counted as either an AD or diploma nurse and a Bachelor's
Degree nurse.

Eight respondents

(3.8%)

Master's Degree in Nursing while nine
Master's Degrees in another field.

reported having a

(4.2%)

reported

Thirteen

(6.2%)

had

Bachelor's Degrees in another field and nine had an
Associate Degree in another field.

No doctorates were

reported in any field.
The largest group of respondents 47
their age as from 40 to 45.
categories,
(15.6%).

(22.3%)

reported

The next two younger

30-34 and 35-39, each accounted for 33 subjects

The remainder of the categories clustered around

the middle.
over 65,

The youngest category, 20 to 24, and oldest,

each claimed four subjects

(1.9%).

The distribution of the sample in relation to gender
reflects national norms.
(97.2%)

were female.

The greatest number, 205 subjects

Only six subjects

Twenty-five subjects

(13.3%)

(2.8%)

were male.

reported being in their

present job for less than a year, while 39

(20.7%)

reported

being in their job for from one to two years, a two-year
interval.

The three year interval, or 3-5 years, was

claimed by 45

(23.9%)

and 49

(26.1%)

reported being in their

positions for from 6 to 10 years, a five-year interval.
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Thirty subjects

(16%)

reported being in the job more than 10

years.
The subjects reported being in the nursing profession
from two

(five subjects,

3.1%)

to 50 years

mean time in nursing was 16.981 years,

(1.06%).

The

the mode was 20 years

and the median was 17.5 years.
This sample with a preponderance of nurses from 40-45
years of age, who have been in nursing for an average of
almost 17 years,

tends to report being in the early years of

their current jobs.
If a composite picture is constructed from these data,
a profile emerges.

This would be of a female diploma

educated nurse, presently employed in a hospital in a staff
position.

She would be around forty years old with around

seventeen years experience in nursing and be in her present
position a relatively short time.

Hypothesis One

The first hypothesis was:

Nurses will report a

preference for the client advocate model over the
institutional advocate model or the physician advocate
model.

This hypothesis was not supported though the

findings lend support.

For the test of this hypothesis,

subject's responses to the ranking task,

the

the Likert scale

task and their responses to the case were all measured.
Rank Ordering.

The subjects were asked to rank order

the three models of advocacy which were described in short
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paragraphs.

They were asked to indicate their most

preferred,

next and least preferred.

respondents,

129 or 62.6%,

The majority of

ranked type three or client

advocacy as the most preferred.

The next preference was for

type one or institutional advocacy with 44 subjects
ranking it first.

Only 33

(16%)

(21.4%)

selected type two,

physician advocacy, as their preferred model.
Likert Scale.

The subjects were also asked to indicate

the degree with which they agreed or disagreed with each
type of advocacy on a Likert Scale from one
(Disagree).

(Agree)

to seven

The results from this task appear in Table Two.

The mean Likert scale item of type one,

institutional

advocacy, was 4.2 which is in the neutral range.

The mean

scale item for type two, physician advocacy, was also
neutral at 4.5.

The mean Likert scale item for type three,

client advocacy however, was 3.1 which indicates agreement
with this type.
The mode of type three, client advocacy, was scale item
two in agreement.
subjects,

Sixty five

(32.4%), the largest number of

selected that scale item.

of agreement

(1,

in type three,

2 & 3)

The three scale items

accounted for 141 subjects

a clear majority.

Forty-one

(19.8%)

(68.1%)
selected

the scale item one in agreement with client advocacy, type
three.

Fifty subjects

disagreement

(5,

6 & 7)

(24.2%)
and 16

selected scale items of
(7.7%)

selected neutral

(4).

In indicating agreement or disagreement with type one,
institutional advocacy,

the subjects were distributed
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somewhat more evenly.
type one,

The mode was six in disagreement with

institutional advocacy,

three scale items of disagreement
102 subjects

(49.9%).

selected by 49
(5, 6 & 7)

Seventy-nine subjects

selected a scale item of some agreement
type one and 23

(11.23%)

(24%). The

accounted for
(38.7%)

(1, 2 or 3)

with

selected a 4 or neutral position.

The mode of type two, physician advocacy, was six in
disagreement,
(55.7%),

43

(21.%).

A majority of respondents, 114

selected a scale item of disagreement

Sixty-seven subjects
(1, 2 or 3)

(32.7%)

(5, 6 or 7)

selected an item of agreement

with type two and 24

(11.7%)

selected a neutral

scale item (4).

Table 2
Frequency Distribution of Likert Scale Items and
Percentages of Adjusted Frequencies
Likert
Scale
Item

Type One

Type Two

Type Three

Institutional
Advocacy

Physician
Advocacy

Client
Advocacy

1, 2, & 3
Agree

79
38.7%

67
32.7%

141
68.1%

4
Neutral

23
11.3%

24
11,7%

16
7.7%

5, 6, & 7
Disagree

102
49.9%

114
55.7%

50
24.2%

Responses to the Case.

In this part of the instrument,

the respondent was asked to select the three best and three
worst responses to the case.

Twelve responses were possible

with four in each category of advocacy types.
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Although the subjects expressed preference for the
model of client advocacy over both institutional and
physician advocacy in both the ranking and Likert scale
tasks,

they did not select the responses to the case which

are considered the responses of the client advocate.
of the responses of the client advocate (3, 5,
the most frequently selected as the first,
best responses to the case.

None

8 or 10)

were

second or third

The most frequently selected

responses were those of the institutional advocate
(responses 2, 9 and 11).
physician advocate

Two of the responses of the

(1 and 4)

also were selected frequently.

The single most frequently selected response in the best
second and best third categories were all the responses of
the institutional advocate
Only six people

(23%)

(2 and 9).
selected any of the responses of

the client advocate as the best option.
135 people

(65.5%)

On the other hand,

selected one of the responses of the

institutional advocate and 65 people

(31.5%)

the responses of the physician advocate.

selected one of

The trend was the

same for second best and third best option

(see Table 3).

In selecting the worst response to the case, the
majority of the respondents chose the client advocate
category.

Eighty-two percent or 170 subjects selected one

of the responses of the client advocate as the worst
response to the case.

Only seven subjects

(3.4%)

response of the institutional advocate and 31

selected a

(14.9%)

selected an item from the category of physician advocate as
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Table 3
Frequency Distribution of Best Responses to Case

Best
Response

Type 1
Institutional
Advocacy
135
65.5%

Type 2
Physician
Advocacy
65
31.5%

Type 3
Client
Advocacy
6
3%

Second
Best
Response

148
72.2%

46
22.4%

11
5.4%

Third
Best
Response

119
62%

60
29.3%

26
12.6%

the worse response.

The single most frequently reported

response in the worst,

second worst and third worst

categories were all from the client advocate category (3, 5
and 10) .

Two responses of the physician advocate category

were also frequently reported as being the worst

(1 and 12) .

None of the institutional advocate category were selected
with much frequency as one of the worst responses.

The

selection of response was similar in the second and third
worst response

(see Table 4).

In both the ranking task and the Likert scale task the
respondents expressed a clear preference for the model of
the Client Advocate.

Hypothesis one is clearly supported in

that the majority of respondents expressed preference for
client advocacy in these tasks.

However,

in selecting

responses to the dilemma, part two of the instrument,

the

sample selected the actions of the institutional advocate
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Table 4
Frequency Distribution of Worst Responses to Case
Type 1
Institutional
Advocacy

Type 2
Physician
Advocacy

Type 3
Client
Advocacy

Worst
Response

7
3.4%

31
14.9%

170
81.7%

Second
Worst
Response

20
9.8%

34
16.4%

151
73.8%

Third
Worst
Response

25
12.5%

66
32.8%

110
54.7%

over those of the client advocate.

Therefore,

it is

concluded that the first hypothesis is partially supported.
Supplementary Observations and Discussion.

The first

hypothesis was that nurses would report a preference for the
client advocate model over the institutional or physician
advocate model.

This hypothesis is not supported by the

data though the trend is in that direction.

Roughly two-

thirds of the sample ranked the client advocate model first
and gave high measures of agreement with this model on the
Likert scale task.

However, a very small number of this

sample selected the actions of the client advocate as the
best response to the case.

Overall, the responses of the

client advocate were rejected by this sample and the actions
of the institutional advocate,

and to a lesser degree, the

physician advocate, were selected.

This finding was

corroborated by the selection of the client advocate
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responses as the "worst" thing the nurse could do by most of
the subjects.
These findings suggest that the concept of client
advocacy has great appeal to the practicing nurse.

However,

its implementation may pose unpalatable or unmanageable
problems.

Because so many subjects said that they prefer

that model and would act to support the client's needs over
those of the institution or the physician, one could
probably conclude that the concept has been presented
widely, clearly and frequently.

However, the application of

the concept to the practice of nursing may have received
very little attention.
Are students taught how to advocate or merely that they
should advocate?

Do staff nurses know how to implement this

concept in their practice and are they aware of the
implications of this role?

Do the nursing leaders who

promote this model realize the difficulty in its
implementation?

It appears that these pragmatic

considerations have been insufficiently addressed.

Perhaps

much of the attention to this role has been to its
conceptual nature with less concern addressed to its
implications for practice.
It may be that this sample of nurses felt that they are
simply unable to implement the concept in practice.

There

were many allusions to the vulnerability of the nurse in
notes made on the instrument.
security,

References to financial

job security and pressures of single parenthood
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were all made several times.

Dissatisfaction with the

statement "The nurse's own position may be placed in
jeopardy" was noted by quite a few subjects.

Several others

noted their belief that the nurse following up on the
client's needs would experience very negative consequences.
Some nurses in this sample expressed the sentiment that
they could act for the patient if they had some sort of a
support system.

At the same time,

some expressed the belief

that physicians enjoy tremendous peer support which may
occasionally work to the detriment of nursing collegiality.
Collectively,

the factors contributing to the

vulnerability of the practicing nurse could have a
considerable effect on the implementation of the preferred
role of advocacy.

Nurses'

perception of their vulnerability

in the work place needs to be investigated.

Eventually

those factors causing a sense of vulnerability can be
addressed and perhaps the system itself can be changed.
The present health care system places the nurse in a
vulnerable position and may act against the client's
interest.

The case can be argued that the nurse acting as a

client advocate merely assists the patient to survive in an
unfavorable system (Dreher, 1982),

rather than force changes

in the system.

From comments on the questionnaire and from

the interviews,

the nurse appears to be at risk when placed

between the needs of the patient and the demands of the
system.

For patients and nurses to thrive, alternative
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routes need to be explored to assist patients to achieve
optimal health without endangering the nurse's position.

Hypothesis Two

The second hypothesis was: Nurses reporting a
preference for the client advocate model will demonstrate
selected characteristics such as practice in the community
setting,

have a management position,

older, be female,

and have been in their present position

for less than two years.

This hypothesis was not supported

by the data as described below.
the ranking,

have more education, be

To test for this hypothesis

Likert scale choices and responses to the case

were cross tabulated with the demographic variables.

The

chi square test was used to test for significant
differences.
Ranking.

To test for significance with the ranking of

advocacy models,

cross tabulations were performed with the

demographic factors and the ranking of models.

The factors

compared to the ranking of models were practice-setting,
position in the setting,

educational background,

age,

sex,

and time in the position.
The chi square tests of significance of the cross
tabulated ranking and demographic variables are summarized
in Table 5.

No significance differences were found to exist

between any of the demographic factors and the ranking of
the various models.
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Table 6
Master Chi-square Table for the Interrelationships
Between Likert Scale Items and Demographic Factors
Type One - Institutional Advocacy
(Collapsed Categories)
Raw Chi
Square
Setting
Position
Education
Age
Sex
Time in
Position

Degrees '<
Freedom

4.60
4.18
8.38
2.81
0.91
23.41

** p <

10
2
12
4
2
8

Level of
Significance
0.91
0.12

0.39
0.59
0.63
0.002**

.01

Type Two - Physician Advocacy
(Collapsed Categories)
Raw Chi
Square
Setting
Position
Education
Age
Sex
Time in
Position

Degrees of
Freedom

12.07
6.62
13.16
11.42
2.97
9.58
* P <

10
2
8
4
2
8

Level of
Significance
0.28
0.04*
0.11
0.02*
0.23
0.29

.05

Type Three-client Advocacy
(Collapsed Categories)
Degrees of
Freedom

Raw Chi
Square
Setting
Position
Education
Age
Sex
Time in
Position

10
2
12
4
2
8

3.89
0.04
8.64
3.46
2.46
10.80
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Level of
Significance
0.95
0.98
0.37
0.48
0.39
0.21

with all seven items compared,

(Table 7)

the subjects with

staff positions indicated significantly more disagreement
with the physician advocate model than subjects with
management positions did.
used,

With all the seven scale items

the raw chi square was 13.34 with six degrees of

freedom for a level of significance of 0.04.
categories collapsed,

With the

the raw chi square was 6.62 with two

degrees of freedom for a level of significance of 0.04.
(see Table 7 for summary).
Significance was also demonstrated in the type one,
institutional advocate model,

in the area of position held

in the setting only before collapsing the categories.

After

the categories were collapsed significance was not noted.
With all seven scale items of agreement or disagreement
used,

the subjects with staff positions demonstrated greater

disagreement with institutional advocacy.

The subjects with

management positions demonstrated more agreement with
institutional advocacy.

The raw chi square was 13.69 with

six degrees of freedom for a level of significance of 0.03
(See Table 7).
Significance was also noted in relation to age and
physician advocacy.

Nurses express more dissatisfaction

with physician advocacy as they age.

Significance was also

noted with time in the position and institutional advocacy.
Nurses with a longer job tenure agreed more with
institutional advocacy.
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Table 7
Summary Table for Chi-square Test of Types of Advocacy
and Position in the Setting
Raw Chi
Square
Institutional
Advocacy
Physician
Advocacy
Client
Advocacy

Degrees of
Freedom

Level of
Significance

13 .70

6

0.03*

13.35

6

0.04*

4.62

6

0.59

* P <

.05

Responses to the Case and Demographic Factors.

In

order to explore possible relationships between demographic
factors and the subjects preferred responses to the case,
these variables were cross tabulated and the chi square test
was used to test for significant differences.

Significance

was noted in relation to the variable of setting.

The

responses of the institutional advocate were preferred by
the hospital based nurses.

The only nurses choosing the

responses of the client advocate were two community nurses
and one from the category of "other"

(see Table 8) .

Table 8
Master Chi-square Table of the Interrelationship
Between Best Response to the Case and Demographic
Variables
Raw Chi
Degrees of
Level of
Square
Freedom
Significance
Setting
Position
Education
Age
Sex
Time in
Position

10
2
12
4
2
8

22.50
0.12
17.89
24.49
0.89
6.18
* P <

.05
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0.01*
0.94
0.12
0.14
0.64
0.63

Supplemental Findings

Approximately thirty participants added additional
thoughts to the questionnaire either in the form of comments
written on the margins or on additional sheets of paper.
Several others added some emphasis to various points by
underlining or highlighting.

In general, the comments fell

into several categories.
Some people had good practical suggestions relative to
the case that was presented.

Most of these points concerned

ways to avoid having such an incident occur.

Similar cases

were cited and examples of difficult decisions were offered.
No nurses expressed the thought that the case was
unrealistic or unlikely.

On the contrary, three people

mentioned being somewhat involved in similar experiences.
The need for a collaborative collegial nursing network
was mentioned by at least ten respondents.

This was

expressed as a call for a support system of peers and
nursing supervisors and head nurses.

Support from nursing

supervisors and administration was mentioned by 7-10
respondents as a necessary adjunct to nursing practice.
These 7-10 respondents made the same point frequently.
About 15

respondents expressed concern with the

statement "the nurses's own position may be placed in
jeopardy" as part of client advocacy.
like to,

but can I do it?"

One said,

Another asked,

expect to put the patient first?"

"I would

"Can we always

Five people wrote in

comments referring to being a single parent and needing
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financial security.

Relative to this factor several

subjects said nurses must "walk softly"

if they want to

enjoy job security.
Another area that revealed a sense of insecurity was in
reference to the responses to the case.

It was suggested by

five subjects that the evidence be photocopied so that it
could not be destroyed or altered.

Three respondents

expressed the belief that the nurse who reported the error
would suffer negative consequences.
Another interesting finding concerned the possibility
of the nurse informing the family.

Several people thought

that only after the nurse really "knew the family well"
could she tell them.

Several more expressed the belief that

nurses need some sort of support person, preferably an arm
of the administration,

that would assist in gathering the

data and insisting that the family be notified.

Support for

the physician was mentioned several times but only when the
physician's action warranted that support.
At least five nurses described ways the nurse can give
the system every chance to act on the case before "blowing
the whistle."

Otherwise, they expressed feelings of

weakness and vulnerability,

several mentioned hiring a

lawyer or getting peer support and documenting the mistake.
Quite a few nurses said that they would have to leave the
system if the patient's and family's needs were not
protected.
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Another whole area of additional findings concerned why
the respondent was not active in nursing.

The greatest

number cited family demands from young children to aging
parents.

Many of these said they were still seeking ways to

find the work schedules what would accommodate their
family's needs.

Many report being retired and a few said

they were "burned out."
Still others reported dissatisfaction with having
little or no control over their practice and with poor pay.
One said that she left nursing because of situations "like
you are asking about"

(in reference to the case).

Discussion

The second hypothesis was that nurses reporting a
preference for client advocacy would demonstrate selected
characteristics such as practice in the community setting,
have a management position, have more education, be older,
be female and have been in their present position for less
than two years.

This hypothesis was not supported by the

data.
The support for client advocacy as measured by ranking
and the Likert scale was strong across all of the
demographic factors.

The lack of support for the client

advocate responses to the case was equally distributed
across all demographic factors.
The only area found to have significance was in
reference to position held in the setting and the Likert
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scale measure of institutional and physician advocacy.
Staff nurses expressed significantly less agreement with
physician advocacy than nurse managers did.

The staff nurse

also demonstrated significantly less agreement with
institutional advocacy than nurses managers did.

There was

no significant difference in staff and management's measure
on the Likert scale for client advocacy however.
The greater approval for institutional advocacy among
managers compared with less support from staff nurses needs
to be examined more carefully.

Perhaps the nurse who

prefers the institutional advocate model is the nurse
selected out for promotion to manager.

Perhaps the nurse

who is functioning in the managerial role begins to value
the institutional advocate role more as the pressures of
administration increase and the nurse becomes aware of the
complexities of the institution's structure and operation.
Perhaps the enticements of the managerial role become more
compelling and the nurse does not want to risk the loss of
these benefits.

The nurse manager also spends less time

with patients than the staff nurse does and is in contact
with more administrative people and tasks.
In any case, this question needs to be carefully
examined.

Nurses in administrative capacities quickly

become the leaders in the field.

If nursing leaders prefer

the institutional advocate role, the client advocate role
would be weakened.

This would seem to represent a departure
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from the direction of nursing leadership which, at least in
the literature, espouses the role of the client advocate.
Is this divergence of opinion between staff nurses and
nurse managers, a function of job pressures in the health
care system?
patient.

On one hand, a nurse acts for the good of the

On the other hand, another nurse acts for the good

of the system.

The point of friction or conflict in the

entire system is finally played out in the nursing context.
It is possible that this ongoing conflict or feeling of
friction is one of the factors accounting for the nursing
shortage.

Chandler (1988) posits that the system is indeed

"killing them softly" and that recruitment into the field is
a form of genocide.

It would be better, she suggests, to

change the system and shift the focus away from nursing's
need to adapt and onto the system's need to change.
Phase Two
Characteristics of the Sample
The sample for the second phase was selected based on
responses to the questionnaire (see Table 8).

An attempt

was made to select those people who demonstrated consistency
in the expression of their preferred model.

The pool of

potential interviewees comprised those people who rated a
particular model of advocacy high on the Likert Scale,
ranked the same model first and choose the responses
appropriate to the same model.

In the case of those

choosing the model of the institutional advocate, it was
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possible to draw from subjects selecting three of the
responses of the Institutional Advocate.

Since so few

people selected the responses of the Client Advocate
however, subjects were selected who choose at least one of
the responses of the Client Advocate.

The subjects choosing

the model of the physician advocate were set aside for
future research.
After the initial selection based on the expression of
preference for either model, other factors were considered.
Setting, position in the setting, educational background and
age were taken into account.

Subjects were selected so that

all of the demographic categories were represented as much
as possible.

The purpose was to select subjects from as

broad and representative a spectrum as possible.

In this

manner, a pool of about twenty possible subjects resulted
for the client advocate category and twenty for the
institutional advocate category.
Subjects were contacted from the list of potential
subjects.

Not one subject refused to be interviewed.

The

first twelve people from each category who agreed to be
interviewed comprised the final sample.
who were interviewed were women.

All of the subjects

No men were in either pool

of potential candidates.
Institutional Advocacy Sample
Of the 12 subjects from the group preferring
institutional advocacy, six practiced nursing in hospitals
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and none were from community setting

(see Table 8).

Two

were not employed in nursing and the remainder were
two in extended care, one from industry, and one in an
ambulatory care setting.

The subjects were equally divided

between staff and management positions.

Diploma education

was claimed by nine subjects, one earned a B.S.
while two held A.D.s in nursing.
a non-nursing field,

in Nursing,

One subject had a B.S.

and one held an M.S.

in

in another field

but had no bachelor's degree.
Four nurses in the institutional advocate category said
they were from 40-44 years old and only one reported being
younger or 30-34 years old.

The other seven were spread

over the older categories including one over 65.
Two subjects were in each category of time in position
consequently,
area.

subjects were distributed equally in this

The average time in nursing was 21.18 years with a

low of four years and a high of forty.

The median time in

nursing was around twenty years with the subjects tending to
report in rounded numbers.

Client Advocacy Sample

The nurses from the client advocacy group were
distributed more evenly across settings with two in
hospitals,
offices,

two in community settings, and two in doctor's

and one in extended care.

Five were not working in

nursing at this time, making this the largest category in
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this group.

Two had developed entirely new careers and

three were at home with children.
Five subjects claimed staff positions and three claimed
management positions.

Six subjects had a diploma education

and three held an A.D.N. while five had earned B.S.Ns.
The client advocate group claimed the most members,
five,

in the 40-44 year old category.

However, two were 25-

29 and one was 30—34, and two were 35—39.
older, 50-54.

Only two were

They also were evenly distributed in the time

in position category.

The average time in nursing was 17.42

years with a low of six years and a high of 30.

Composite

A composite picture of the institutional advocate would
be of a woman practicing in a hospital with a diploma
education as either staff or management.

She would be 40-44

years old with about 20 years of nursing behind her.
The composite of the client advocate would be a woman
not working in nursing who had been in a staff position.
She would have a diploma education in nursing and possibly
earned a B.S.

in nursing.

She would be 40-44 years old and

have been in nursing an average of 17 years.

Hypothesis Three and Hypothesis Four

Hypothesis three was:

Nurses reporting a preference

for the client advocate model will express a moral
orientation of caring.

This hypothesis was not supported by
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Table 9
Characteristics of the Sample
Institutional
Advocate

Client
Advocate

Setting

Hospital
Community
Other
Not in Nursing

6
0
4
2

2
2
3
5

Position

Staff
Management

5
5

5
3

Education

Diploma
ADN
BSN

9
2
1

6
3
5

Age

25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65 plus

0
1
0
4
1
2
1
1
1

2
1
2
5
0
2
0
0
0

Time in
Position

Less than 1 year
1-2 years
3-5 years
6-10 years
Over 10 years

2
2
2
2
2

3
1
1
3
2

the data though the trend was in the predicted
direction.
Hypothesis four was:

Nurses reporting a preference for

the institutional advocate model will express a moral
orientation of justice.

This hypothesis was not supported

by the data which do lend support to this hypothesis.
In order to present the data and their relation to
these two hypotheses,
described first.

the narrative typologies will be

These typologies
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(see Appendix F)

organize

the interpretation of the interview into discrete
dimensions.

Numerical values are assigned for the presence,

predominance and alignment of justice and/or care.

The

resultant three digit code distributes the cases into
categories or types

(see Table 10).

Table 10
Dimensions of Gilligan's Coding
Typologies (Brown et al., 1988)

for Narrative

I. Presence of either Justice or Care
Justice
Yes
No
Care
Yes
1
|
2
No
II.

3|4

Predominance of either Justice or Care
1. Justice Predominant
1
2. Care predominant
2
3. Neither Predominant
3

III. Alignment of Self
1. Aligned with Justice
2. Aligned with Care
3. Aligned with Both
4. No Alignment

1
2
3
4

The twenty-four interviews were determined to be
distributed into four narrative types.

The narrative

typology was determined according to the presence,
prevalence and alignment with self of either or both the
justice or care orientation.

Each typology will be

described separately.
An example of a statement in which care is present,
prevails and aligns with self is:

"But then I thought the

guy is in so much pain and his family is suffering right
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along with him."

An example in which justice is present,

prevails and aligns with self is:

"I was the only living

relative that would be able to be responsible .
choice,

I had to bring her here ...

.

.

I had no

I was very torn, I

didn't want this responsibility."
Table 11 depicts the distribution of subjects into
narrative types.

The client advocates cluster around the

caring orientation.

Two are in the pure care type and nine

in the predominantly care type.

Only one client advocate is

in the predominantly justice type.

Therefore hypothesis

three is not supported though the trend is in the predicted
direction.
The subjects labeled institutional advocates were
distributed more evenly across narrative types.
the pure care,

One was in

one in the mixed type and five in the

predominantly caring type, and five in the mostly justice
type.

The five institutional advocates in the predominantly

justice category dominate that type with only one client
advocate represented.

Therefore hypothesis four is not

supported though the trend is somewhat in that direction.
Pure Care - Type 222.

The narrative type that

describes the "pure care" orientation is Type 222.
type,

only the voice of care is present.

In this

Care is the

predominant voice and it aligns with the subjects
expressions of self.

In this study, three subjects were

determined to be Type 222

(see Table 12).
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Two were from

Table 11
Narrative Typologies
Client
Advocate
(N12)

Institutional
Advocate
(N12)

Type 222 - Pure Care

2

1

Type 122 - Care Predominates
Self Aligns with Care

9

5

Type 111 - Justice
Predominates - Self Aligns
With Justice

1

5

0

1

Type 112 - Justice
Predominates - Self Aligned
With Care

the client advocate category and one was from the
institutional advocate category.
All three of these women were not presently employed
and were all at home caring for young children.
on the younger side of the sample,
was 25-29.

They were

two were 30-34 and one

Both of those labeled client advocate had BSNs

as their first degree.

The other had an associate degree in

nursing with advanced medical surgical certification.

All

three had worked mainly in hospitals in staff positions but
one had changed to a community setting and expressed plans
to continue.

The two client advocates had been in their

last job for less than two years and the institutional
advocate had been in her last position for nine years.
Mostly Justice Orientation Type 111.
mostly justice category.

Type 111 is the

Both the care and justice voices

are present but justice predominates and self aligns with
justice.

Six subjects were determined to be Type Ulr only
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Table 12
Type 222 Pure Care
N=3
Setting
Position
Education
Age
Time in Position

2
3
2
2
1

hospital
staff
BSNs
30-34
less than 1 year

1 community
l ADN MS Cert
l 25-29
1 from 1-2
years

1 6-10 years

one of whom was a client advocate.
all institutional advocates

The other five were

(see Table 13).

Four of the subjects were employed in hospitals, one in
extended care and one in an ambulatory care setting.
were actively employed in nursing.

Five of the six claimed

managerial positions and one a staff position.
diploma educated and one had an MS but no BS.
to49 years old and one was 45-49.

All

All six were
Five were 40

Four had been in their

jobs less than two years, one three to five years.
client advocate had been in her job,

The one

a management position,

more than ten years.

Table 13
Type 111 - Mostly Justice
N=6
Setting
Position
Education
Age
Time in Position

4
1
6
5
2

hospital
staff
Diploma
40-44
less than 1 year

1 3-5 years
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2 Other
5 management
1 45-49
2 from 1-2
years
1 more than 10
years

—xture - Type 112.
both voices.
predominates.

Type 112 represents a mixture of

Both justice and care are present and justice
The subjects expression of self however,

aligns with care.

Only one subject was determined to be in

this category and she was an institutional advocate

(see

Table 14).
This subject was presently employed as a staff nurse in
a hospital.

She was educated in a diploma school and had

been in nursing for 37 years.

She was from 60-64 years of

age and had held her present position for more than ten
years.

Table 14
Type 112 Mixture
N=1
Setting
Position
Education
Age
Time in Position

1
1
1
1
1

hospital
staff
Diploma
60-64
more than 10 years

Mostly Care Orientation Type 122.
the care orientation.

Type 122 is mostly

Justice and care are both present in

the narrators voice but care predominates and expressions of
self align with care.

Fourteen subjects were determined to

be in this category (see Table 15).
were categorized as client advocates.

Nine of these subjects
Five were from the

institutional advocate category.
Six in this group of fourteen were not presently
employed in nursing.

Settings were evenly represented with

two each from hospitals, doctors'
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offices, extended care and

one each from the community and industry,

Six subjects

claimed staff positions and four management.
had a diploma education,

four had ADNs and five earned

Bachelor's degrees in nursing.
subjects,

Six subjects

The largest number of

four, were from 50 to 54 with an average of 43 to

47 years of age.

Four subjects had been in their present

position from 6 to 10 years,

two for 3 to 5 years and two

more than 10 years, while two had less than 1 year.
In examining the nine client advocates in this caring
typology,

several characteristics emerge.

Of the nine,

four

are not in nursing at all and three of those have new
careers.

Two of the nine have switched to other kinds of

nursing but are still

in the field.

the average age of 40 to 44.

The nine are closer to

Of this group, two are

presently students in a master's program in nursing, and one
is a doctoral student in another field.
Two of these nurses classified as narrative typology
122,

reported moral dilemmas directly related to leaving

nursing because there were not able to provide the care to
their patients that they believed was required.

They both

reported a lack of administrative support and both still
felt unhappy with their experience.
The institutional advocates in typology 122 also share
very interesting characteristics.

Three of them were not

involved in nursing at the time and one had a new career.
All but one were on the older side of the age range and they
were all diploma graduates except for one.
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The other was

the younger woman and she had a BS in Nursing.
dilemmas

Two moral

were presented by these subjects who had been

selected as institutional advocates.

Both stories were some

of the best examples of client advocacy reported by this
sample.

They both reported difficult but successful

experiences.

Perhaps the caring orientation prevailed over

the tendency to advocate for the institution.
Table 15
Type 122 - Mostly Care
N=14
Setting
Position
Education
Age

Time in Position

2 hospital
5 Other
6 staff
5 BSNs
6 Diploma
1 25-29
2 35-39
1 45-49
1 55-59
3 less than 1 year
4 6-10 years

Supplemental Findings.

1
6
4
4

community
not active
management
ADN

1 30-34
3 40-44
4 50-54
1 65 plus
2 from 3-5
years
2 more than 10
years

The interviews produced a rich

and varied quantity of data.

Each subject told of her own

personal moral dilemma in her own words.

The interviewer

merely sought clarification and elaboration.

Since the

dilemma was the subject's choice, a very wide variety was
presented.
The personal dilemmas often concerned family problems,
three of which dealt with pregnancy and abortion decisions.
Three revolved around legal predicaments and whether or not
to involve the police.

Four more involved decisions
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regarding family members,

around nursing homes, divorce,

life support systems, and how to share medical information.
The dilemmas concerning nursing issues were just as
broad in scope.
with authority,

Seven concerned challenges to or relations
either physicians or supervisors.

Three

were concerned with decisions to support families and/or
patients or the institution.

Three dilemmas revolved around

staying with or leaving nursing.

These and several other

dilemmas related to not being able to stay with dying
patients or patients in pain.

Some of the accounts involved

several of these and other factors.
Subjects reported great distress at not being able to
stay with dying patients in pain.

Three of the subjects

referred to leaving nursing entirely or changing their
settings to avoid this kind of situation.

All three

reported taking very large pay cuts to accomplish this.
Several others were able to resolve this predicament
successfully.

The subject of spending time with dying or

distressed patients was referred to in several other
interviews as a minor recurring theme.
Another often mentioned topic was relationships with
supervisors and administrators.

Several subjects referred

to being intimidated or actually threatened with reprisal.
Often subjects reported being given no support by
administration when they felt they needed it.
reported successful encounters.
personal

A few

In these incidents, a

relationship with the supervisor was usually
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recounted.

in one dilemma,

the subject had to decide

whether to act for the client's family or for the
institution as her supervisor requested,

she received great

support and concern from the administration and she
eventually supported the institution rather than the family.
Perhaps the web of work related relationships was more
influential than the relationship with the family.
Difficult relationships with physicians were also
reported.

Most of those situations, however, tended to have

a generally positive resolution.

There was great variation

in the kinds of interaction reported with physicians from
hostile to respectful and friendly.
Both institutional and client advocates recounted
excellent examples of client advocacy in difficult
situations.

Those institutional advocates who related

positive client advocate episodes were classified in the
mostly caring typology.
Only two accounts of institutional advocacy were
related and both of them were told by nurses categorized as
institutional advocates.

Neither of these subjects were

classified in a caring narrative typology.

Institutional

advocates classified in the mostly justice typology reported
acting for family members or for the institution.
the justice orientation is a better predictor of
institutional advocacy than the measurement of the
instrument.
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Perhaps

Several nurses reported having to make difficult
decisions without assistance or support.

These decisions

often left the nurses in untenable situations,
possible lawsuits.

In general,

liable for

the narrations involved many

emotionally wrenching and troublesome episodes.
Discussion

The third hypothesis was that nurses reporting a
preference for the client advocate model will express a
moral orientation of caring.

This hypothesis was partially

supported by the data.
Client Advocate Role.

Of the twelve subjects selected

from the original sample as preferring the client advocate
role,

eleven were classified as being in the narrative

typologies representing the caring orientation.

Only one

was in the typology that represented the mostly justice
orientation.

Two subjects were in the typology described as

pure care in which only the voice of care is heard.

Nine

others were classified as being in the typology in which
both care and justice are heard but care predominates and
expressions of self align with care.
Several factors emerged which deserve attention.

The

two client advocacy subjects in the pure care typology, 222,
were on the younger end of the age range, neither was
presently employed, both had been staff nurses, ana both
earned baccalaureate degrees in nursing.
apparent that in terms of this sample,
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It becomes

the client advocates

m the pure care orientation tended to be young, well
educated,

former staff nurses who were not active in

nursing.

The small number of two must be kept in mind,

however.

Clearly follow up research is needed.

The nine client advocates in narrative typology 122,
mostly care,

also shared interesting attributes.

Four were

not presently working as nurses and three had left the field
for new careers.

Two of the mostly care subjects were

pursuing Master's degrees in nursing and one was a doctoral
student in another field.
management positions.

Only two of the nine claimed

They were closer to the mean age of

40-44 than the subjects from the
this sample,

pure care category.

In

the client advocates from the mostly care

typology were also better educated, mostly staff nurses, and
were more likely to be inactive.

They were older than the

pure care client advocates.
The only client advocate in the mostly justice typology
was a diploma graduate,

active in nursing, with more than

ten years in the position.

She held a management position

and was in the 40-44 year old range.
One question that comes out of these findings is
whether the voice of justice becomes stronger as the woman
grows older.

Even though caring predominates and aligns

with self,

it is balanced with justice in the older client

advocates.

Is this the case in all women or just women in

nursing?

We have no solid answer to the question and

further investigation would seem distinctly valuable.
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The

Gilligan group has been occupied with studying the
adolescent

(Gilligan, Brown and Rogers, 1988) .

Investigation of the mature woman especially in the work
place would be beneficial.
Another question raised is does a caring orientation
predispose or even cause nurses to leave nursing, a field
which can be called a caring profession?

Two client

advocates reported as their major moral dilemma,

their

decision to leave staff positions in acute care settings
because they were not able to give the care that they
believed their patients required.

The three client

advocates from the mostly care orientation who had developed
new careers in other fields stated that they felt unable to
give the care that they wanted to give.

One subject who

taught in the human services field said,

"I have always used

a nursing framework in my work."

The caring component was

still active in her work and she felt able to implement it
in another field.
These subjects from the client advocate group were also
well educated.

Does education enhance the caring or does

caring stimulate increased education?
in this sample,

It may be noted that,

the only two subjects to pursue Masters'

degrees in nursing were from the mostly caring type and both
were still active in nursing.
Institutional Advocacy Role.

The fourth hypothesis was

that nurses reporting a preference for the institutional
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advocate model will express a moral orientation of justice.
This hypothesis was not supported by the data.
The institutional advocates were distributed more
evenly over the narrative types.
the mixed type,
justice.

One was pure care, one was

five were mostly care, and five were mostly

There were only six subjects in the mostly justice

typology.

Therefore it can be posited that the justice

orientation was dominated by the institutional advocates.
The only institutional advocate in the pure care
category shared many of the salient characteristics of the
pure care client advocates.

She was young,

nurse and was not active in nursing.

had been a staff

She was educated in an

associate degree program and earned advanced certification
in medical surgical nursing.

Her dilemma was not related to

nursing but was in reference to the decision to maintain a
pregnancy.
Only one subject was in the mixed justice and caring
typology and she was an institutional advocate.

She was a

diploma-educated, 60-64 year old staff nurse who was still
active in nursing.
The five institutional advocates in the mostly care
orientation also shared similar characteristics with the
client advocates.

Only two had management positions.

were not active in nursing.

Four were older.

Three

The younger

woman was the only bachelor's degree nurse in the group, one
other had an associate degree and three were diploma
graduates.
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The institutional advocates in the mostly justice
orientation were all diploma educated, all active in
nursing,

and all

in their 40's.

non-nursing field,
and no BS.

One nurse had a BS in a

and one had an MS in a non-nursing field

Five of the six claimed managerial positions and

only one a staff position.

The institutional advocates in

the mostly justice category were active, middle-aged nursing
managers who held a diploma as their major nursing
education.
These findings raise a serious question.

Is staying

active in nursing a more attainable goal if the voice of
justice is stronger than the voice of care?
nurse who refers back to rules,

Perhaps the

regulations and policies has

more support and confirmation of decisions and actions than
the nurse who relies on relational aspects for guidance.
This validation may serve to maintain the nurse in the
system as a guide and support when the nurse is subjected to
conflicting pressures.
It would certainly be easier to rely on rules and
regulations as a manager than on the more amorphous caring
orientation.

However,

some managers expressed the caring

orientation.

They appear to have found a way to balance the

demands of care with the demands of justice.

Managers in

the health care system, especially nurses, would constitute
a fruitful area for investigation.
orientation of nurse managers?

What is the moral

Does the orientation change

when the nurse assumes the position or does the nurse with
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the justice orientation have the position offered more
readily?
The fact that the mostly justice nurses had a diploma
education lends credence to the argument that the purpose of
diploma education in nursing is to provide hospitals with
amenable employees whose main allegiance is to the hospital
(Ashley, 1977).

From this perspective, caring is provided

for the patients as the institution describes it not as the
nurse or patient describe it.

The finding that all but one

of the justice orientation subjects were advocates for the
institution strengthens the perception that reliance on
clearly defined rules is encouraged by the institution.
Since all of the subjects in the mostly justice
typology are in their 40's and the pure care subjects were
in their 20's and early 30's,
resurfaces.
orientation.
nurses age,
other work.

the question of development

It may be that younger women have a more caring
Or it may be that as the younger pure care
they become discouraged and leave nursing for
All of the pure care nurses in this study were

home with small children.

Did they decide to have a family

because they were burned out in nursing where it was very
difficult to care?

Or perhaps they were oriented to pure

care as a result of their mothering role.

All three stated

their intention to return to nursing at some point in the
future.
Perhaps the pure care nurse leave nursing for other
more satisfying work and development or aging is not even a
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factor.

It may be that the justice oriented nurse is able

to stay in the field longer and the caring nurse simply is
unable to stay active.
As women age,

the voice of justice may emerge or become

more evident. What stimulates the expression of the justice
voice?

Is it the pressures of the institution, or the

pressures of the total life experience?

Perhaps the

majority of middle-aged and older women demonstrate some of
the justice orientation to some degree.
It is also possible that women with the justice
orientation tend to cluster in certain job categories such
as nurse managers.
younger women?

Is the justice orientation apparent in

In this study only women in their forties

expressed this orientation.

Clearly, more investigation is

needed.
It seems that in this sample the subject who continues
to demonstrate the caring orientation has a better chance of
not being active in nursing,

of holding a staff position and

of having a broader educational background.

It seems that

the subject who demonstrates the justice orientation has a
better chance of being active in nursing,
manager,

of being a

and of having a diploma education.

Reliability and Validity

In an exploratory and descriptive study such as this,
validity and reliability can be approached from several
directions.

Lincoln and Guba

(1985)
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posit that in

naturalistic inquiry,

the investigator accepts certain

limitations on reliability since all of the facets of a
naturalistic and descriptive study are almost impossible to
replicate.

The reliability of the advocacy instrument has

not yet been established.

Further testing will be required

to determine if randomized samples of nurses answer in a
similar manner as the subjects in this study.
Since reliability is a precondition of validity
(Lincoln and Guba, 1985), time and retesting will be
required to establish validity.

However, aspects of the

instrument have attained a certain degree of content
validity.
The brief paragraphs which describe the three models of
advocacy as suggested by Murphy (1979), were reviewed by
four nurse experts.

All four of these nurses are concerned

in some way with ethical issues in nursing practice.

They

all concurred with the descriptors of the three models of
advocacy.
The case of the moral dilemma and the responses to it
were drawn from the work of Swider, McElmurray and Yarling
(1985) .

The case had been subjected to review and critique

by registered nurses,
lawyer.

a nurse-manager, a philosopher and a

The responses to the case were generated by 775

senior nursing students in baccalaureate nursing programs in
the Midwest.

Content analysis and categorization of the

responses by Swider et al.

resulted in the actions directly

related to the three models of advocacy.
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This list was

submitted to the four nurse experts used in this study and
agreement with the categorization was unanimous.

The list

was shortened to twelve responses with help from some of the
experts.
In the case of the data generated by the interview, the
narrative typologies,

reliability and validity data are

beginning to accumulate.

The Gilligan group at Harvard

Graduate School of Education is testing interview results
among each other and developing reliability (Reading Guide,
1988) .

Four of the original researchers have developed

expertise in interpreting the data.
This investigator attended a workshop at Harvard in
1987 and following that did the interviews and the
interpretation.

After the analysis was complete, this

investigator attended a second workshop in 1988 and
discussed the results with the experts.

One of these

experts reviewed the transcripts and interpretation in this
study and offered general concurrence with the findings.
This investigator conducted a second reading and
interpretation after the 1988 workshop.
interviews and interpretations,
in the second reading.

Of the twenty-four

twenty-one were corroborated

Three were revised somewhat in view

of consultations with the experts at the workshop.
Since the interviewing process can be seen as actually
interacting or engaging the subject

(Morgan 1983)

evidence

of decisions made in interpreting the data is needed.
process of deliberating and classifying data from the
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The

interview can be demonstrated by the process Lincoln and
Guba

(1985)

call the audit trail.

developed the work sheets
of evidence.

The Gilligan group

(Appendix F)

to provide this trail

The worksheets are completed during the

interpretive process and provide evidence of the process of
interpretation leading to investigators'

conclusions.

Eventually reliability and validity, which Lincoln and
Guba

(1985)

call trustworthiness, will become more apparent.

In time,

as the instrument and interview are used and

adapted,

the process will be more trustworthy.

The

researcher in this descriptive study is satisfied with the
validity of the process.
Morgan

(1983)

posits that as paradigms evolve, new

claims of knowledge will be made and new and different ways
to investigate these claims will emerge.
methods Lincoln and Guba

(1985)

One of these

call triangulation.

In this

process, borrowed from radio technology, the investigator
uses at least two known points or coordinates to narrow down
and focus upon an unknown third point.
The descriptions of models of advocacy and the
responses to the case can be construed as one of the
coordinates.

The interview for moral orientation can be

seen as another.

By examining the direction and strength of

these factors and their relationship to each other,

the

practice of nursing and nurse's ethical decision making
should become clearer and more understandable.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY,

IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary

The major purpose of this study was to explore and
describe nurses'

preferences for the various models of

advocacy as described by Murphy (1979).

The relationship of

demographic factors to the preferred models was also
explored.

Another purpose of the study was to explore the

moral orientation of a sample of the nurses who choose the
client advocate and institutional advocate models.
The concept of client advocacy has been developed in
the nursing literature as a pivotal component of
professionalism in nursing.

The client advocate is seen as

the humane caring professional who protects and enhances the
client's sense of self worth and who enables the client to
attain self determined goals

(Gadow, 1980) .

The few nursing studies of advocacy found in the
literature have explored the moral development of nurses as
defined by an exclusively male model
Ketefian,

1981).

(Pinchr 1983 and

In this context, nurses have been

described as being at only the conventional level of moral
reasoning which is only about the middle level of Kohlberg's
model of moral development.
Gilligan's model of moral development
1982)

(1979, 1980,

and her conception of the "different voice"

women speak helped to guide this study.
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in which

Gilligan suggests

that there are two lenses through which a moral dilemma can
be viewed,

the justice orientation and the caring

orientation.

This perspective was used to explore the moral

dilemmas of some of the nurses who chose various models of
advocacy.
This exploratory study was conducted in two phases.
The first phase concerned preference for advocacy models and
also demographic factors.
hypotheses one and two.

These data were used to test
These hypotheses predicted that

nurses would prefer the client advocate model and that such
nurses would be older, be female, have more education, would
practice in the community setting,

and would hold a

management position.
An instrument was constructed in which nurses ranked
Murphy's three models of advocacy in two ways and then
responded to a case constructed by Swider, McElmurray and
Yarling

(1985)

which provided responses classified as

belonging to the various advocacy models.

Demographic data

were also gathered relating to age, gender, educational
background, practice setting, position in the setting and
time in position.
The instrument was mailed to 500 randomly selected
registered nurses in the four counties of Western
Massachusetts.
subjects.

The rate of returns was 44.4% or 222

The data were analyzed to test hypotheses one and

two.

Ill

From the returns, a pool of potential interviewees was
constructed for phase two.

Subjects were selected who

ranked one model of advocacy as preferred and who selected
the responses to the case congruent with the same model of
advocacy.
addressed.

In this phase,

hypotheses three and four were

These hypotheses predicted that nurses

preferring the client advocate model would express a moral
orientation of caring and that the nurse preferring the
institutional advocate model would express a moral
orientation of justice.
Twelve subjects were interviewed who had ranked
institutional advocacy first and who choose the responses of
the institutional advocate.

Twelve other subjects who

ranked client advocacy first and who choose at least one
response of the client advocate were also interviewed.

Thus

24 subjects were interviewed and the results were analyzed
using Gilligan's protocol

(Brown et al., 1988)

to determine

the subject's moral orientation.

Manor Findings

Subject to the limitations of the study, the findings
of the study were:
1. The majority of the respondents ranked client advocacy
as their preferred model of advocacy.
2. Most subjects selected a response to the case which had
been classified as an institutional advocate's response.
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3. Most subjects selected as their least favored responses,
those responses to the case which were classified as
representing the client advocate model.
4. Staff nurses expressed more disagreement with both
institutional and physician advocacy than nurse managers
did.
5. Nurses from the hospital setting most often preferred the
responses of the institutional advocate.
6. Only three nurses choose the responses of the client
advocate as their first choice and two of these were
based in community settings and the other was from the
category of "other.”
7.

Nine of the twelve interview subjects labeled "client
advocates" were found to express the mostly care
orientation.

Two were found to express pure care and

only one was found to express the mostly justice
orientation.
8.

Five of the twelve interview subjects labeled
"institutional advocates" were found to express a mostly
justice orientation and one was in the mixed type.

Five

were found to express a mostly care orientation and one
was in the pure care category.
From these findings it appears that the concept of
client advocacy is chosen by description but not when
behaviors or reactions to a written case are selected.

From

this we may guess that the concept of client advocacy is
familiar and desirable but it may not be actually practiced
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much in the field.

However, more data are needed on what

might be seen as an appropriate response to the case by
practicing nurses and how these responses may differ from
setting to setting.
From the results of this study it also appears that
there is a difference in opinion of the various advocacy
models between staff nurses and

nurse managers.

This

deserves further investigation in various kinds of settings
and among nurses with various educational backgrounds.
Would nurse managers suggest different responses to the case
than staff nurses?
It also appears in this study that the caring
orientation may be more apparent in the "client advocates."
It may asked if this is the case with all women or if there
are differences in employed women or differences in various
fields of employment.

It is also not yet apparent how

prevalent the justice orientation is in all women.

Does the

justice orientation become stronger in women as they age?

Implications for Nursing Practice

This study has several implications for the nurse
attempting to act as a client advocate.

The concept appears

to have broad conceptual support from the nurses in this
study. Nurses tend to chose the model when given a set of
advocate descriptions from which to chose or rank.

That

conceptual support of client advocacy comes from nurses with
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a wide variety of educational backgrounds, practice settings
and kinds of nursing practice.
The implementation of the concept, however, appears to
be more difficult in practice.

Nurses in this study

certainly did not chose the responses of the client advocate
to the case provided and actually most often labeled those
responses as the worst choice a nurse could make.
Many possible explanations exist for the seeming
contradictions in the results of the testing of advocacy
preferences.

From the interview results and comments

written on the instruments it appears that the
implementation of this role places the nurse in what is
reported to be an unacceptably vulnerable position.

Many

nurses in this sample expressed feelings of vulnerability
and lack of support from administration and each other.
Several expressed the opinion that they could act for the
client if they enjoyed more support from their peers and
from administration.

Nurses in the interview subset who

reported dilemmas about advocating for clients refer to this
lack of support for their decisions from head nurses and
supervisors.

Those who reported positive outcomes had to

convince their nursing colleagues of the value of their
actions.

Feelings of genuine vulnerability were expressed

even in those examples of client advocacy with positive
outcomes.
The nurse in the present health care system does not
often practice independent of the constraints of that
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system.

The hospital, physicians, and existing norms impose

many restraining forces on the practicing nurse and on
nursing managers which need to be examined.

In an analysis

of magnet hospitals as institutions of excellence, Kramer
and Schmalenberg

(1988)

found that these institutions value

nursing autonomy, quality patient care and good
communication among other factors.

There is congruence

between the values of the institution and the values of the
nursing division in the excellent institutions and these
values appear to be the ones which would support client
advocacy.
The nursing literature suggests that where client
advocacy can be practiced, quality patient care will be
enhanced

(Murphy,

1979; Gadow,

1980; and Curtin, 1979).

The

emphasis needs to remain on the patient and on attaining the
best possible care for the patient.

If this focus is

maintained by nursing and if nurses act to support each
other to provide quality patient care,

the results are bound

to be beneficial to all concerned.
In general,

the pragmatic consequences of the

implementation of this and other nursing concepts need to be
explored before expecting the practitioner to implement
them.

It does not seem sufficient to merely explore and

analyze such concepts on an intellectual plane without
considering the full

impact upon the practicing nurse.

It is possible that the inability to practice nursing
in the way that the practitioner wishes is part of the
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reason nurses are leaving the field.

Perhaps the

strengthening of a sense of mutual respect and collaborative
support for each other would empower nurses and allow them
to practice at the higher levels of professionalism.

If

nursing were accorded more respect and nurses were allowed
to implement their practice with autonomy, nurses who have
already left the field may be enticed back.

Several nurses

in this study reported a desire to return if they could only
find a position in which they were free to practice nursing
the way they felt it should be practiced.

Implications for Nursing Research

Client Advocacy

In order to examine the utility of the concept of
client advocacy for the practicing nurse,

it will be

necessary to continue the investigation of the subject.
Since the major questions from this study came from the
responses chosen to the case,

it is probable that the

responses should be the target of more study.
The responses chosen for this study were generated by
senior nursing students
1985) .

(Swider, McElmurray and Yarling,

Perhaps the practicing nurse would be a better

source of realistic and effective nursing reactions to this
dilemma.

The dilemma itself was thought provoking and

realistic according to this sample.

The responses may not

have provided this sample with viable alternatives for the
practicing nurse.

It would be very interesting to see what
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nurses from a variety of practice settings and educational
backgrounds might suggest as the appropriate action for the
nurse to take in responding to the case.

It might be

fruitful to canvas nurses from magnet hospitals where it may
be assumed that excellent nursing is practiced
Schmalenberg,

1988).

(Kramer and

The responses of these nurses may

provide better or more viable options for the practicing
nurse than the responses generated by nursing students.
Once the advocacy instrument has been refined,
especially in relation to the responses to the case, several
additional areas of possible exploration may prove
productive.

This study suggests that particular areas may

require more examination.
implementation in practice,

These relate primarily to
to position held, and to

practice setting.
In order to examine the implementation of the concept
in practice,

it may be that observational studies would

prove helpful.

The relationship between actual practice and

the three tasks in the questionnaire,
Likert scale,

that is ranking,

and response to the case, need to be explored.

Perhaps one of the three tasks would prove to be a better
predictor of client advocacy in actual practice.
Another area deserving of further investigation relates
to the differences in preference for advocacy types between
staff nurses and nurse managers.
in all practice settings?

Do these differences occur

Is there one kind of institution

such as a magnet hospital in which staff ana managers have
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more congruent preferences?

If new responses to the case

were generated, would these two groups provide similar
reactions?

If not,

how would they differ?

In this study, the responses of the institutional
advocates were the choices of the hospital based nurses.

If

new responses were generated by nurses from various settings
would there be a difference in the responses of the hospital
based nurses in particular?

Would the hospital based

manager differ from community based manager in advocacy
preference or in responses generated to the case?

Open

ended interviews soliciting responses to the case might be
the most productive way to ascertain what differences exist
between these groups.
It may prove beneficial to explore the relationship of
preference for advocacy type and staying active in nursing.
In the interview sample,

the institutional advocates were

more likely to be active in nursing than the client
advocates were.

This became more evident when the subjects

were classified by moral orientation.

The mostly justice

institutional advocates were all active in nursing.

It

would be interesting to examine active and inactive nurses
for advocacy preference.

Moral Development
The moral development of nurses is obviously a very
important area for further study.

As technology in the

health care field increases, nurses and other health
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professionals are making many decisions of a moral or
ethical nature.

Since 98% of all nurses are women,

it does

not seem appropriate to apply theories of moral development
that are based on all male samples

(Huggins and Scalzi,

1988) , as has been the case in most nursing research.
The most current nursing literature is beginning to
reflect the presence of Gilligan's conception of women's
moral development and to call for research into the
ramifications of her view for nursing.
(1988)

Huggins and Scalzi

contend professional nursing depends on an ethic of

care while the present ethical base of the profession is
based on an ethic of justice.

They do not suggest that

nursing build its entire ethical framework on Gilligan's
work and that Kohlberg's work should be discarded.

Rather

they suggest a serious rethinking of nursing's ethical
framework.

They posit that an appropriate approach to

investigate this area would be a phenomenological
description of the nurses'
ethical decisions.

thought processes when faced with

Considerable investigation is needed to

explore the ethic of care and the voice of nurses, both male
and female.
One current debate in the nursing literature revolves
around the source and nature of the moral foundation of
nursing and is a direct response to Yarling and McElmurray
(1986).

Their contention is that nurses are not free to

exercise their moral voice due to the social system in which
they practice.

The constraints upon independent nursing
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actions which are imposed by the present health care system
need to be explored to see what nurses and nursing itself
can change and what has to be changed in the interaction
within the system.

The focus of attention should remain on

the needs of the patient and how the entire health care
system can attend to those needs.
Packard and Ferrara

(1988)

contend that the moral

foundation of nursing is deep within the actual "idea of
nursing."

It is interesting that Huggins and Scalzi

(1988)

call for a phenomenological approach to the study of nurse's
moral decision making.

Such an approach in the form

observational studies and case study methods might be very
fruitful to describe the implementation of concepts such as
client advocacy which seem to be basic to the "idea of
nursing."

In such a manner,

it may become apparent whether

nurses act consistently with their expressed beliefs and
which institutional impediments interfere with their
practice.
Cooper

(1988)

suggests that the basis of the nursing

ethic should be examined as a "covenantal"
between the nurse and patient.

relationship

She proposes that

within

this basic relationship, nurses have the capacity to fully
develop their moral agency.

The nurse-patient relationship

as described by Gadow

which is congruent with

Cooper's idea,

(1980)

can be seen as a source of strength and as an

area deserving more exploration.
as described by Murphy

(1979)

The client advocate role

and Gadow (1980)
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is deserving

of continued study especially as it is implemented in the
practice setting where the demands of the system are most
acutely felt.

Investigation of the nurse-patient

relationship deserves intensive scrutiny.
Linking the research to the practice setting will help
validate nursing constructs and will strengthen the
theoretical basis of nursing

(Rew, Stuppy and Becker, 1988).

Institutions such as the magnet hospitals in which quality
patient care can be demonstrated can provide nursing
subjects whose views on advocacy models and other elements
of professional practice can be explored.

In such studies,

attention needs to be directed to beliefs and attitudes of
nurse managers as well as to staff nurses since differences
may well exist between these two groups.
It would seem extremely beneficial,

therefore,

to

continue to explore the moral orientation of nurses and
their relationship to their patients as is represented in
the role of client advocate.

Several areas seem especially

relevant for exploration based on the findings of this
study.
One area is around the moral orientation of nurses
managers and staff nurses and their views on advocacy.
Another

interesting approach would be to explore active and

inactive nurses to examine their moral orientation and their
reasons for staying in nursing or leaving the field.
The question of possible changes that result in moral
orientation from developing and aging also deserves
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examination.

It would be interesting as well to examine the

moral orientation of male nurses in comparison to female
nurses especially as many male nurses are found in
management positions.
In this study, no relationship was demonstrated to
exist between educational background and choice of advocacy
model.

However,

there seems to be some relationship between

educational preparation and moral orientation.

The

exploration of the relationship of educational preparation
to moral orientation would therefore seem warranted based on
findings from this study.
The five institutional advocates and the one client
advocate in the mostly justice category all received their
nursing education in a diploma school.
reported higher educational levels,

The subjects who

that is two masters

students and one doctoral student, were from the mostly
caring category.
category,

Of the three subjects in the pure care

two had BSNs and the one ADN had advanced

certification in medical surgical nursing.

Certainly this

is not sufficient data to prove a relationship but it might
show promise for further investigation.

Implications for Nursing Education

In order to examine the implications of this study for
nursing education therefore,

it is necessary to address

several levels of the education of nurses.

In considering

undergraduate nursing education, the generic student and the
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returning rn student each represent populations with unique
needs.

Another distinctly different population is the

graduate nursing student.

This study has implications for

each of these levels of nursing education since it may
suggest that the better educated nurse may be more likely to
demonstrate a caring orientation.

Humanities in Nursing Education

The undergraduate student preparing for a nursing
career with a baccalaureate degree is presently heavily
involved in the study of the physical and biological
sciences.

It seems as if nursing education is trying to

prove its value as a professional field by heavy dependence
on the so-called "hard sciences" at the expense of the
social or so-called "softer sciences."

This domination of

the curriculum by the physical sciences can be seen as an
attempt to prove the profession's regard for academic rigor.
It may be that many in

nursing define academic rigor in

terms of a heavy science background.

It would seem that

nursing may need to expand beyond the medical model to
cultivate its unique legacy of patient care and the unique
nurse-patient relationship.
It would seem beneficial for a student to learn to
think clearly and independently as well as to communicate
well with others in order to act as a client advocate.

This

kind of educational preparation might be more likely to be
enhanced by greater study of the humanities. This study
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suggests that nurses preferred model of advocacy which was
client advocacy, may not transfer into their practice.
Perhaps their educational background did not sufficiently
support the development of this role.
It can be asked how a genuine client advocate can be
prepared to assume that role with an almost exclusively
science-oriented preparation.

How can a nurse be expected

to practice in an essentially humane profession when the
humanities are given the scant attention that they receive
in most nursing curricula?
If a large number of patients speak another language,
as is presently the case,

shouldn't nurse educators at least

encourage the student who wants to study a second language?
At best,
cases,

should a second language be required?

In most

nursing students are unable to study a modern

language because of the heavy emphasis on the hard sciences
in nursing curricula.

Almost all nurse educators agree that

communications skills are vital to the implementation of the
professional role and yet a second language is almost
impossible for nursing students to acquire.

It does not

seem appropriate to prepare a person to know more about
metabolic pathways than how to speak the same language as
the client.

This is especially appropriate for the

practitioner who needs to form compassionate humane
interactions based on the recognition of shared humanity.
This is not meant to deny the importance of some
sciences in the nursing curriculum but what is presently
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seen is almost all sciences to the exclusion of the
humanities.

Some balance seems to be in order so that the

final result is a compassionate caring nurse with technical
competence.

The value of the humanities in developing the

caring component of nursing is often cited in the nursing
literature
1985) .

(Buckingham,

1982; Lanara, 1982; and Strickland,

It seems that greater emphasis needs to be placed on

the value of the humanities in nursing education if the
profession is ever to redefine and fully value its own
contribution to health care.

Ethics in Nursing Education

Greater exploration of ethical issues and a broader
study of philosophical approaches would seem very beneficial
for the nursing student.

Several nursing educators have

proposed models that would facilitate the ethical education
of the nursing student.

Benoliel

(1983)

and Evers

(1984)

both propose an increased emphasis on ethics in the basic
educational preparation of the nurse.

Both stress client

centered care and both call for additional attention to the
affective domain in nursing education.
However,

Evers and others posit that the teaching of

ethics needs to be extended to the clinical area and must
not be reserved for classroom discussions only (White, 1983;
Carper,

1979;

and Evers,

1984).

The application of ethical

principles to the clinical site might go a long way toward
the full

implementation of the client advocate role.
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It is

within the confines of the clinical arena that the nursing
student needs help in traversing the obstacles to client
advocacy.

In the clinical setting the nursing faculty may

have the opportunity to model the behavior of the client
advocate for the nursing student.

It is also within the

clinical setting that the value of mutually supportive
collegial collaborative nursing practice becomes apparent.
Carper

(1979)

contends that the clinical site is the

critical area in which ethical decision making skills are
learned and the student's level of consciousness is raised.
It is within the clinical area that faculty can best model
the role of the client advocate for students as well as
demonstrate ethical decision making skills.

The RN Nursing Student

It would seem that unique educational approaches would
be required when approaching the RN student,

the person who

is already in practice and who has returned to school for a
baccalaureate degree.

Such a student needs new models and

perspectives with which to examine how nursing operates
within the practice arena.

This could include an

examination of the history of nursing and the relationship
of this history to current nursing practice.

The RN student

may have already established an approach to nursing practice
that might favor institutional needs over patient's needs as
this study suggests.
from old patterns,

In order to free the student's mind

it might be useful
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in educating the RN

student to consider the work of Paulo Freire and others in
the oppression liberation field.
Several nursing feminists
Wheeler,

1985)

(Roberts, 1983; Chinn and

have applied the work of Paulo Freire to the

nursing experience to find ways of overcoming oppression in
the patriarchal health care system.

If client advocacy is

to become a reality in professional nursing, nurse educators
would do well to consider the ramifications of oppression
theory on nursing education.
Hedin

(1986),

applied Freire's work to nursing and

described a "freeing education ...

at its roots

characterized by dialogical relations"

(p. 56).

Hedin

describes a "freeing education" as one in which the
relationships are mutually trusting and non-hierarchical and
are acted out on a horizontal plane.

The expertise of the

student is drawn upon and the faculty is not presumed to
have all the answers.

Students are encouraged to analyze

problems creatively and are urged to examine the historical
perspective to see that there are always alternatives to the
present reality.

Linkages are made between salient factors

so that the student becomes aware of an expanded picture and
does not just see fragments and a distorted view.
As Hedin sees it,

a freeing education would help the

student to move to a critical consciousness that would have
several components.

There would be an in-depth perception

of the whole problem, not just of one piece.

The person

would be receptive to new ideas but would still value the
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appropriate old ideas.

Such an individual would be able to

accept responsibility and not transfer it to another.

This

critically conscious person would reject passivity and
become proactive and would test out findings and be open to
revisions.

Such an individual would have developed a sound

capability in argumentation so as to be able to discuss the
issues.

The frustrated or disaffected practitioner would

seem especially able to profit from Freire's approach.
Much more study is needed to identify methods of
adapting Freire's work to nursing education but the
possibilities appear to be considerable.

This work may be

useful to all areas of nursing education but seems
especially promising for expanding the perspective of the
returning RN student.

The Graduate Nursing Student

The graduate student and the RN student share many
characteristics.

These are adult learners already exposed

to the vagaries of the real world of health care.

Old

patterns of thought may need to be examined and new levels
of consciousness raised.

It would seem logical that the

same exposure to a freeing education as described for the RN
student would be beneficial for the graduate student.
Another focus of the education of the graduate student
that can be examined in light of this study relates to nurse
managers.

Are these nurses educated to retain and

strengthen their nursing orientation in their administrative
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capacities?

It seems that by strengthening the perception

of the nurse manager as an advocate for the patients within
the institution, the quality of patient care can be
enhanced.

It would also seem that the staff nurse in an

institution run by a patient advocate nurse manager would
receive the support and guidance needed to fully implement
the role.

It is essential that the graduate nursing student

in administration be encouraged to strengthen and sharpen
the nursing orientation so that the administrative skills do
not overwhelm and dominate the managerial style.

In this

study, many subjects decried the lack of administrative and
peer support for the nurse acting as a client advocate.

A

firm commitment to collegial and collaborative nursing
practice seems essential to reinforce in the education of
nurse managers.
In general,

the graduate nursing student needs to be

encouraged to explore the theoretical underpinnings of all
nursing activities.

It is at this level of nursing practice

that linkages can be examined with nursing constructs as
Rew,

Stuppy,

and Becker

(1988)

suggest.

A variety of new

and vital connections can be expected to result as the
theoretical basis of nursing grows.

Exposure to a variety

of theoretical frameworks and nursing theories will enhance
and develop the body of knowledge of nursing and hopefully
increase the quality of patient care in the last analysis.
Critical analysis of the various theories,
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such as the moral

development theories, and their affect on nursing activities
may well strengthen and enhance the practice of nursing.

Conclusions

Several questions have been raised by this study which
warrant further

investigation.

question of moral development.

Chief among these is the
It seems important to

continue to explore the relevance of Gilligan's work to the
field of nursing.

The call from nursing leaders to develop

an ethic of care may be answered by a greater and more
thorough examination of Gilligan's work.

This work may

provide the framework upon which to build the profession's
response to increasingly complex ethical issues in health
care.
However, much more research is needed and a word of
caution seems justified.
suggest,

As Huggins and Scalzi (1988)

it is too soon to discard other theoretical

frameworks such as Kohlberg's.

Considerable work needs to

be done first but at the very least, Gilligan's work
deserves careful examination for possible application to
current nursing questions.
Creative new strategies are needed to find ways of
exploring nursing's response to problems in the health care
field.

These new suggestions may be accelerated and

enhanced by new approaches to old problems using work such
as Gilligan's to describe nursing's work and Freire s to
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help in the education of the future nurse about oppression
in the health care system.
Although client advocacy may be difficult to implement
in nursing practice,
nursing concept.

it is still a potentially powerful

It is likely to prove profitable to

explore the impediments to the execution of the concept in
practice.

Perhaps it will be in this examination that ways

will become apparent to enhance and support this valuable
concept.

The nurses in this study certainly approved of the

concept and yet the its implementation was not apparent.

It

is essential that nursing find ways to practice according to
self determined parameters and identify ways to support each
other in

practice.

It may be that the strength of nursing is to be found
within the nurse-patient relationship as Cooper suggests
(1988).

By maintaining focus on the needs of the client,

nurses will gain strength and credibility in the health care
arena.

The public has become more aware and discriminating

about health care needs.

Support for genuine efforts to

improve patient care is more apparent now and the present
shortage in nursing may provide a favorable framework for
nursing's concerns.
In addition to providing an enabling and empowering
environment for clients, nurses need to do the same for each
other.

By recognizing and enhancing each other's

competence,

nurses will be able to end the divisiveness
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attributable to oppressed group behavior and finally assume
its legitimate place in the health care system.
The concept of client advocacy remains a valuable one.
The implementation of the concept needs to be explored and
defined further,

however.

Ways to better implement this

model need to be documented and taught.

Changes in norms

structures and relationships may also need to occur for the
client advocacy model to be practiced more widely.
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APPENDIX
Pilot
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A

Three different kinds of nurse-patient relationships
are described below.

Please indicate the degree to which

you agree or disagree with each type by circling the number
that most nearly matches your opinion.
Type I.

The nurse must keep the needs of the

institution or agency foremost.

Sometimes this may mean

putting these needs above those of the patient or family.
The nurse should concentrate on team work.

The nurse's

responsibility and accountability is primarily to the
institution.

The physician is in charge and gives the

orders and the nurse has an ethical obligation to the
physician.

The limitations of the role of the nurse should

be remembered and boundaries must not be crossed.

The

patient's needs may have to be secondary to the greater good
of the other patients and the health care personnel.

AGREE

Type 11.

NEUTRAL

DISAGREE

The nurse is an extension of the physician

and should use the medical approach.

The nurse's role is to

explain the physician's position and enhance the doctorpatient relationship.

The nurse should smooth out any

conflict between the patient,

the family and the doctor.

The nurse must trust and respect the doctor's position and
represent it favorably to the patient.

AGREE

NEUTRAL

1-
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DISAGREE

Type 111.

The nurse is an independent health care

professional with responsibilities and an ethical system
that is primarily responsible to the client.

The goals of

the client are the most important factor and it is the
nurse-s responsibility to help the patient determine those
goals and then fulfill them.

The nurse has a continuing

caring relationship with the patient which overrides any
other relationship.

AGREE
1

NEUTRAL
2-3-4-5

DISAGREE
6-7

Please rank the above types of nurse-patient
relationship from most to the least preferred.
Most preferred

_

Next preferred

_

Least preferred _

Please read the following case and consider the
possible actions that you think the nurse should take.

Ms. S, a 34-year old white female, was admitted to an
OB/GYN unit with a breast nodule.
Ms. S lived in a working
class neighborhood on the southwest side of Chicago with her
husband and two school-age children, ages 9 and 7.
She was
a high school English teacher and was active in her
neighborhood parish.
Her husband, an electrician in a small
industrial plant, has been able to work only part-time due
to continuing problems with a back injury sustained playing
high school football.
Ms. B, Ms. S's young primary nurse,
observed in the nursing notes that Ms. S was very anxious
about her condition and concerned about the implications it
might have for the welfare of her family.
It was determined by biopsy that the mass was cancerous
and the decision was made, with the consent of the patient,
to do a simple mastectomy.
Ms. B. spent considerable time
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patient trying to be supportive because of her fear
C2n??r had metastasized.
It appeared, however, at
__j
t^ie sur9ery, that there had been no metastasis
nd that Ms. s would make a complete recovery. Nevertheless,
after consultati°n with an oncologist, it was decided to
give her one short course of chemotherapy to ensure that no
cancer cells remained.
The OB/GYN resident assigned to her case, who was
reputed among the nursing staff to be only marginally
competent due to his frequently questionable management of
patients, wrote the chemotherapy order.
It was written for
Oncovin 20 mg. IV push, rather than for the usual dosage of
2.0 mg.
The clerk sent the order to pharmacy and the
pharmacy sent up the amount ordered without question.
Since
hospital policy dictated that IV push oncologic meds may be
prepared and administered only by physicians, the resident
prepared the drug for administration without the involvement
of the nursing staff.
The patient's primary nurse, Ms. B,
was involved in a staff meeting at the time and thus was not
on the unit.
The resident gave the 20 mg. Oncovin IV push
and Ms. S immediately suffered seizures and a cardiac
arrest.
Resuscitation efforts were temporarily successful
and the patient was sent to ICU, but she suffered another
cardiac arrest there an hour later and succumbed despite
prolonged resuscitation efforts.
When Ms. B, the patient's primary nurse, returned to
the unit, she discovered what had happened.
She checked the
medication order and saw that it was for 20, rather than 2.0
mg. of Oncovin.
Later in the day when she talked with the
patient's attending physician, she asked how the family was
doing.
She learned that the family had been told only that
the patient had suffered a severe reaction to the drug - not
that she had received 10 times the appropriate dose.
When
she expressed strong reservations about handling the
situation in this fashion, she was told that it was in
everyone's best interest not to complicate the situation,
and when she expressed concern about the competence of the
resident, the attending physician replied firmly that it was
an honest mistake.
Somewhat in a state of shock from the realization that
this fatal injury to the patient was being covered up, Ms.
B. began to wonder what, if anything, she would do about the
situation.
Almost instinctively she checked the patients'
chart, which was still on the unit, once more.
The order
still read 20 mg. Oncovin.
No decimal point had been
inserted.
It was time for her break.
She went to ^the lunch
room, got a cup of coffee, found an empty table and tried to
think.
What should she do?
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The following is a list of options that Ms. B. could
consider.
What would you do in her place?
Please select
the five best ways for her to act.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Suggest policy changes to prevent future such errors.
Take incident before a board of physician's peers.
Anonymously let the family know an error was made.
Follow hospital chain of command in reporting the
incident.
Discuss the issue with the family and then let them
choose their own course of action.
Follow medical chain of command within the institution.
Take the problem to the board of directors.
Take problem to the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Hospitals.
Inform family of possible negligence.
Discuss problem fully with the resident or attending
physician.
Gather evidence of error and document.
Suggest to the family the need for an autopsy.
Resign from the hospital.
Support family's decision.
Make the American Medical Association aware of the
problem.
File an incident report.

Five Best Responses

(list number only)

.
.

1
2

3.
4.
5.
What do you think would be the five worst things for her to
do?
Five Worst Responses

(list number only)

.

1
2

.

3.
4.
5.
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If you were this nurse what do you think you should do?

Please briefly describe what you think the conflict is.

What should be considered in making the decision?
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Please indicate which setting you practice nursing in.
(check one)
Hospital _
Community Agency _
Other (Please Explain)

Please indicate your nursing educational background.
(check all that apply)
Diploma _
Associate Degree _
Bachelor's Degree _
Master's Degree _
Doctoral Degree _
Please indicate your age.
20-25 _
25-30 _
30-35 _
35-40 _
40-45 _
45-50 _
50-55 _
55-60 _
60-65 _
over 65 _

(check one)

Please indicate your gender,
Female _
Male _

(check one)

How long have you been in your present position?
Less than a year _
1- 2 years _
2- 5 years _
5-10 years _
More than ten years _

(check one)

Would you like to receive a summary of the findings of this
study?
Yes _
No _
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The enclosed questionnaire is part of my dissertation
research study and is an outgrowth of my study in this area.
I am a nurse and I am asking for your help in gathering
information about how we nurses think and act about moral
issues in the practice of nursing.
This study will address the role of the nurse as an
advocate and the way that nurses think about moral
questions.
There are no right or wrong answers to the
following questions and confidentiality of the responses
will be carefully protected.
A very few nurses will be selected for a follow up
interview based on the answers given in this questionnaire.
This is the reason why the questionnaires are numbered so
that I can follow up with a few of the respondents.
These
interviews will be entirely voluntary and anonymity will be
absolutely guaranteed.
I sincerely hope that you will take the time needed to
fill out the questionnaire and return it in the self
addressed, stamped envelope.
It should not take more than
about 20 minutes of your time.
If you would like to receive
a summary of the results check the box on the last page of
the form.
This study should help strengthen the nursing
profession and give some guidance to the practice of
nursing.
I hope you choose to help.
Thank you for your
cooperation.
Sincerely,

Brenda E. Millette, R.N.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Three different kinds of nurse-patient relationships
are described below.

Please indicate the degree to which

you agree or disagree with each type by circling the number
that most nearly matches your opinion.
Type I.

In this model,

the nurse cares for the patient

using institutional norms as guidelines.

The role of the

nurse is clear and is defined by the regulations and
procedures of the institution.

Occasionally, the patient's

needs may have to be secondary to the needs of the other
patients and the health care personnel.

Team work and the

needs of the agency are important to consider.

AGREE
1

Type 11.

NEUTRAL
2

3

4

DISAGREE
5

6

7

In this model the nurse works closely with

the physician to care for the patient.

The nurse's role is

to enhance the doctor-patient relationship, explain the
physician's plan and carry out the medical regime.

The

nurse should smooth out any conflict between the patient,
the family and the doctor.

The nurse trusts and respects

the doctor's position and represents it favorably to the
patient.

1

DISAGREE

NEUTRAL

AGREE
2

3

4
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5

6

7

Type 111.

In this model the nurse directs attention

primarily to the client's needs.

The nurse's role is to

assist the client to identify and fulfill
goals.

individual health

The nurse's obligation to the client is paramount

and may even require that the nurse's own position may be
placed in jeopardy.

AGREE
1

NEUTRAL
2

3

4

DISAGREE
5

6

7

Of the three types of nurse-patient relationships that
you just read, which one did you think was best?

Please

rank them from most to the least preferred.
Most preferred

_

Next preferred

_

Least preferred _

Please read the following case and consider the
possible actions that you think the nurse should take.

Ms. S, a 34-year old white female, was admitted to an
OB/GYN unit with a breast nodule.
Ms. S lived in a working
class neighborhood on the southwest side of Chicago with her
husband and two school-age children, ages 9 and 7.
She was
a high school English teacher and was active in her
neighborhood parish.
Her husband, an electrician in a small
industrial plant, has been able to work only part-time due
to continuing problems with a back injury sustained playing
high school football.
Ms. B, Ms. S's young primary nurse,
observed in the nursing notes that Ms. S was very anxious
about her condition and concerned about the implications it
might have for the welfare of her family.
It was determined by biopsy that the mass was cancerous
and the decision was made, with the consent of the patient,
to do a simple mastectomy.
Ms. B spent considerable time
with the patient trying to be supportive because of her
fear that the cancer had metastasized.
It appeared.
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°f the sur9ery> that there had been no
metastasis and that Ms. s would make a complete recovery,
nevertheless, after consultation with an oncologist, it was
decided to give her one short course of chemotherapy to
ensure that no cancer cells remained.
The OB/GYN resident assigned to her case, who was
reputed among the nursing staff to be only marginally
competent due to his frequently questionable management of
patients, wrote the chemotherapy order.
It was written for
Oncovin 20 mg. IV push, rather than for the usual dosage of
2.0 mg.
The clerk sent the order to pharmacy and the
pharmacy sent up the amount ordered without question.
Since
hospital policy dictated that IV push oncologic meds may be
prepared and administered only by physicians, the resident
prepared the drug for administration without the involvement
of the nursing staff.
The patient's primary nurse, Ms. B,
was involved in a staff meeting at the time and thus was not
on the unit.
The resident gave the 20 mg. Oncovin IV push
and Ms. S immediately suffered seizures and a cardiac
arrest.
Resuscitation efforts were temporarily successful
and the patient was sent to ICU, but she suffered another
cardiac arrest there an hour later and succumbed despite
prolonged resuscitation efforts.
When Ms. B, the patient's primary nurse, returned to
the unit, she discovered what had happened.
She checked the
medication order and saw that it was for 20, rather than 2.0
mg. of Oncovin.
Later in the day when she talked with the
patient's attending physician, she asked how the family was
doing.
She learned that the family had been told only that
the patient had suffered a severe reaction to the drug - not
that she had received 10 times the appropriate dose.
When
she expressed strong reservations about handling the
situation in this fashion, she was told that it was in
everyone's best interest not to complicate the situation,
and when she expressed concern about the competence of the
resident, the attending physician replied firmly that it was
an honest mistake.
Somewhat in a state of shock from the realization that
this fatal injury to the patient was being covered up, Ms. B
began to wonder what, if anything, she would do about the
situation.
Almost instinctively she checked the patients'
chart, which was still on the unit, once more.
The order
still read 20 mg. Oncovin.
No decimal point had been
inserted.
It was time for her break.
She went to the lunch
room, got a cup of coffee, found an empty table and tried to
think.
What should she do?
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The following is a list of options that Ms. B could
consider.
What would you do in her place?
1. Discuss problem fully with the resident or attending
Dhyc'ir'i an

2. File an incident report.
3. Discuss the issue with the family and then let them
choose their own course of action.
4. Follow medical chain of command within the institution.
5.

Inform family of possible negligence.

6. Take incident before a board of physician's peers.
7. Take the problem to the board of directors.
8.

Support family's decision.

9. Follow hospital chain of command in reporting the
incident.
10.

Suggest to the family the need for an autopsy.

11. Gather evidence of error and document.
12. Make the American Medical Association aware of the
problem.

What do you think would be the three best things for her to
do?
Three Best Responses

.
.

(list number only)

1
2

3.

What do you think would be the three worst things for her to
do?
Three Worst Responses

.

(list number only)

1
2

.

3.
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Piease indicate which setting you practice nursing in.
(check one)
^
Hospital - Doctor's Office _
Industry _
Community Agency _ Extended Care Facility
Other (Please Explain)__
If not employed in nursing, why?_~~
Do you consider yourself staff _ or management
(check one)
If you have a title, please name it _
Please indicate your nursing educational background.
(check all that apply)
Associate Degree in nursing _ other
Bachelor's Degree in nursing _
other
Master's Degree in nursing _
other
Doctoral Degree in nursing _ other "
Please indicate your age.
20-24 _
25-29 _
30-34 _
35-39 _
40-44 _
45-49 _
50-54 _
55-59 _
60-64 _
over 65 _

(check one)

Please indicate your gender,
Female _
Male _

(check one)

How long have you been in your present position? (check one)
Less than a year _
1-2 years _
3-5 years _
6-10 years _
More than ten years _
How long have you been in nursing?__
Would you like to receive a summary of the findings of this
study? Yes _
No _
Please add any additional thoughts that you may care to
express on a separate sheet of paper.
It is not necessary
to add anything if you do not chose to.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION 1
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Follow-up Postcard
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HI
ABOUT A MONTH AGO I SENT YOU A QUESTIONNAIRE
ABOUT HOW NURSES MANAGE MORAL PROBLEMS IN
THEIR NURSING PRACTICE.
I WOULD REALLY APPRECIATE YOUR HELP.
WOULD YOU PLEASE COMPLETE THE FORM
AND RETURN IT TO ME?
THANKS A LOT!
IF YOU HAVE ALREADY RETURNED THE FORM,
THANK YOU VERY MUCH!
BRENDA MILLETTE
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D

Responses To The Case
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TABLE OF CATEGORIZED SAMPLE RESPONSES
BASED ON SWIDER ET AL.

(1985)

CLIENT ADVOCACY
1. Discuss the issue with the family and then let them
choose their own course of action.
2.

Inform family of possible negligence.

3.

Support family's decision.

4. Suggest to the family the need for an autopsy.
5. Anonymously let family know an error was made.

PHYSICIAN ADVOCACY
1. Discuss problem with the resident or attending physician.
2. Follow medical chain of command within the institute..
3. Make the American Medical Association aware of the
problem.
4. Take incident before a board of physician's peers.

BUREAUCRATIC ADVOCACY
1. Follow hospital chain of command in reporting the
incident.
2. Gather evidence of error and document.
3.

File an incident report.

4. Take the problem to the board of directors.
5. Resign from the hospital.
6.

Take problem to Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Hospitals.

7.

Suggest policy changes to prevent future such errors.
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RESPONSES CHOSEN

CLIENT ADVOCACY

1. Discuss the issue with the family and then let them
choose their own course of action.
2.

Inform family of possible negligence.

3.

Support family's decision.

4.

Suggest to the family the need for an autopsy.

PHYSICIAN ADVOCACY
1. Discuss problem fully with the resident or attending
physician.
2. Follow medical chain of command within the
institution.
3. Make the American Medical Association aware of the
problem.
4. Take incident before a board of physician's peers.

BUREAUCRATIC ADVOCACY
1.

Follow hospital chain of command in reporting the
incident.

2. Gather evidence of error and document.
3.

File an incident report.

4. Take the problem to the board of directors.
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Telephone Script
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TELEPHONE SCRIPT

HELLO, THIS IS BRENDA MILLETTE.

I SENT YOU THE

QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT NURSING DILEMMAS AROUND THANKSGIVING
TIME.

I AM IN THE SECOND PHASE OF THE STUDY NOW.

I AM

INTERVIEWING SOME OF THE NURSES WHO RESPONDED TO THE
QUESTIONNAIRE.

I WONDERED IF YOU WOULD CONSIDER TALKING TO ME FOR
ABOUT AN HOUR OR SO.

THE INTERVIEW IS CALLED THE "REAL LIFE MORAL CONFLICT
AND CHOICE INTERVIEW".
GILLIGAN.

IT WAS DEVELOPED AT HARVARD BY CAROL

IT IS VERY OPEN-ENDED AND IS BASED ON YOUR OWN

EXPERIENCES.

IT SHOULD TAKE ABOUT 45 MINUTES.
i

YOU ARE UNDER NO OBLIGATION AND CAN STOP AT ANY TIME.
YOUR ANONYMITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY WILL CONTINUE TO BE
PROTECTED.
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APPENDIX F
Gilligan's Protocol
from
GUIDE TO READING_NARRATIVES OF MORAL CONFLICT AND CHOICE
FOR SELF AND MORAL VOICE

Lyn Brown
Dianne Argyris
Jane Attanucci
Betty Bardige
Carol Gilligan
Kay Johnston
Barb Miller
Dick Osborne
Janie Ward
Grant Wiggins
David Wilcox

Editors

Lyn Mikel Brown

Center for the Study of Gender, Education,
Development

and Human

Harvard University
Graduate School of Education
June 1988

PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE OR REPRODUCE WITHOUT PERMISSION
c 1988
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real-life moral conflict and choice interview
In your llfe/an^how^ou^^thou^F1 different situations
like to ask you about a choice you-ve^ade:^6"N°W I,d
wher^they hS^tX^a^iiTr £f b6in9 in a -itu.tion
they should do.
Would vou
bUt weren't sure of what
faced a moral conflict
a S3-tuation when you
weren't sure what you should°do?ad t0 make 3 decision' b“t

sSoTSiSroS^xrsuce you 9et a fun
2‘ wa^in co!fliIt?1Ct f0r y0U in that situation?

Why

3‘ Why’hiAnythina°eI
sphat
<3°' what did Y°“ consider?
wny.
anytmng else
you t0
considered?
4. What did you decide to do?

What happened?

5. Do you think it was the right thing to do?
6*

was at4.utake f°r you in this dilemma? What was at
stake for others?
In general, what was at stake?

7. How did you feel about it?
for the other(s) involved?
8.

Why/why not?

How did you feel about it

Is there another way to see the problem (other than the
way you described it)?

9. When you think back over the conflict you described, do
you think you learned anything from it?
10. Do you consider the situation you described a moral
problem? Why/why not?
11. What does morality mean to you?
moral problem for you?

What makes something a

**Note to Interviewers:
Questions should follow references
to judgments about the situation.
Follow any references to
feelings that are mentioned - e.g.. Why did you feel mad or
angry?
Also follow moral language, i.e., should, ought.
Questions should focus on:
In who's terms judgments are
made.
Try to understand the terms of the self and the
self's perspective on the terms of the other.
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WORK SHEETS

I.
£I£S3LJU^^
A. Briefly note all conflicts in
t.
interview entitled "Moral rnnfi*?e sect10n of the
(please cite oaae nnmho
Conflict and Choice"
Ace page numbers where found).

B. Please make notes here on the first rpaHinn

. language? repla^'9-’
metaphors.

' C°n radlctions, and key images and
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**• SECOND READING - SELF

A*

Self in Conflict - Describe the first "complete"
moral conflict, including relevant situational
factors.

Choosing Self - How does self choose in the
conflict?
1. Does the narrator
see or describe a
choice? What is
the choice?
How
is the choice made?
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Summary/Interpretation

c.

Self and the Narrative of Act-inn
self take in the conflict?

What actions does

1. What is self
describing him/herself
as saying and/or doing?

2. What is self thinking
or considering or
feeling?

3. Is there a difference
between what self
said/did and what self
thought/felt s/he
ought to do?

4. Self as learner,
rememberer, knower.

5. Is the moral conflict
denied?
Does the moral
conflict disappear?
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Summary/Interpretation

Self in Relationship
!• What is the organizing
frame for the
relationship(s)
described in the
conflict?

E. What is at stake for self?
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Summary/Interpretation

m• third reading - carr
A*

—

t^ie Care Orientation articulated?
How would you
characterize care?

B»

Summary/Interpretation

If Care is not articulated?
What would constitute
care in this conflict?

C. Does self align with Care?

How do you know?

—Is the alignment explicit or implicit?
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IV*

FOURTH READING - JUSTICE

A. —s

Justice Orientation arhirniat-^?

—How would you
characterize justice?

B*

Summary/Inte rpretation

If Justice is not articulated?
What would constitute
justice in this conflict?

C. Does self align with Justice?

How do you know?

—Is the alignment explicit or implicit?
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identifying both justice and care

A* Hhe relationship between orientation
How would you
characterize the
relationship between
justice and care in
in this interview?

Summary/Interpretation

Does self align with both justice and care?
—Is the alignment explicit or implicit?

SUMMARY CODING QUESTIONS
Case #

Reader

Narrative Type

The two moral orientations and how they are
represented: (check one)

II

1.

Is the justice orientation articulated?

Yes

No

2.

Is the care orientation articulated?

Yes

No

The relationship between the two moral orientations:
(check one)
1. Justice predominates _
2. Care predominates _
3.

Both justice and care present, neither
predominates _

III. The Narrative Self:
1. Does the narrative self express an "allignment" in
the conflict?
(Consider whether or not the narrator
comes down on one side of his or her own values.
Does the narrator perceive the values of justice or
care in relation to his or her own integrity—so
that compromising that set of values would be seen
as losing a basic or central sense of self?
Finally, this "alignment" can be determined by the
narrative self rejecting the values of another.)
Yes _

No _

2. What terms/orientation does the narrator use to
frame this "alignment" in the conflict?
justice _
*IV.

care _

both _

Relationships:
1. What is the organizing frame for the relationships
described in the conflict?
inequality/equality _
attachment/detachment
both _
neither _

*(optional)
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The Three Coding Dimensions
I. PRESENCE
JY
1
1
1
1
CN 1
1

CY

JN

1
.
3

1
1
1
1
1

2

4

J-

II. PREDOMINANCE
1. Justice Predominant

2. Care Predominant

3. Neither Predominant

III. ALIGNMENT
1. Justice Alignment

2. Care Alignment

3. Align with both

4. No alignment
Narrative Types
|Justice and Care|
I
I
I
Both Present
l,,Pure” CareTPure" Justice jUn,co_dable
HI
222
311
400
112
224
314
113
114
121
122
123
124
131
132
133
134
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